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MONARCH WATCH 2000
Monarch Experts Call Monarch Situation in Mexico Critical
by Kurt Johnson
tives of other conservation groups, including the Michoacan Reforestation Fund and Monarch Butterfly Sanctuary Foundation (both
working on-site in Mexico), and the Audubon Society, Sierra Club,
Linnaean Society, the Metropolitan Biodiversity Center of the
American Museum of Natural History, American Ethical Union, and
the New York Butterfly Club.
News and film coverage, sparked by Mastervision (an educational
video company which also provided funding support for the event),
attracted reporters and camera teams from the television networks
ABC and CBS, the New York Times and Newsday newspapers, as
well as media representing Mexico. Parks Commissioner Henry Stem
presented the event to the audience and media, while Alexander
Brash, head of New York Urban Park Rangers, introduced Dr.
Brower, noting he had first been inspired by him years ago while still
a young student.
Before the speeches, lively cultural entertainment was supplied by
the Consulate of Mexico, while Dr. Taylor's Monarch Watch program
and New York Urban Park Rangers helped New Yorkers tag and
release monarchs for their fall flight south. However, the colorful
festivities were soon overshadowed by the extent of crisis emphasized by the speakers.

Fig. I. Dr. Lincoln P. Brower, featured speaker, and one of the discoverers of the
monarch's Mexican overwintering grounds and co-author of the new study
showing habitat degradation in the Mexican monarch reserves, speaking at the
Monarch Watch 2000 event in New York City.

In a double barreled admonition concerning threatened overwintering grounds of the Monarch Butterfly in Mexico, the New York
Times published urgent new warnings by Dr. Lincoln Brower and
other conservationists (September 12, Science Times section, p. 1)
and, ten days later, New York City Parks officials hosted Monarch
experts and conservationists from around the world echoing this
announcement and recommending an effective response. The event
on September 23,2000, was called "Monarch Watch 2000 in Central
Park" (URL's for the event and supportive organizations are posted
below; see p. 10).
Speeches and written statements by Drs. Lincoln Brower, Orley
Taylor, Paul Opler, and Robert Michael Pyle, along with officials of
the Mexican government and conservationists from the World
Wildlife Fund, declared Monarch conservation in Mexico in a "now
or never" crisis. Supporting this message of urgency were representa-

MONARCH CRISIS
Speeches by Drs. Brower and Taylor, Monica Missrie of the
World Wildlife Fund in Mexico, and Mr. Jorge Pinto, Mexico's
Consul General in New York, emphasized that monarch overwintering grounds are in a crisis situation. Reviewed were results of the
first scientific study tracing the deterioration of the overwintering
grounds since its establishment as a reserve in 1986. Portrayed
clearly by maps, statistics, and biological information was a near
45% decline in the fir forests within the reserve region in east central
Mexico (Fig. 2), in the state of Michoacan. Brower and the others
noted that, given this startling decline, without an urgent and
immediate conservation agenda, the Mexican monarch population
may go into a sudden irreversible decline leading to their extinction,
perhaps within a decade and certainly within our lifetimes.
The experts said that, although the current rate of deterioration
indicated current roosting areas would, by demographic standards, be
critically degraded by the year 2050, a more frightening possibility
was that continued tree thinning, combined with the complex niche
requirements of the overwintering monarchs themselves, might make
successful mass roosting by the species in Mexico impossible much
sooner, perhaps within a decade. "From what I've seen there year
after year, I predicted it would be bad and getting worse," said Dr.
[cont. on p. 7]
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TO OUR READERS
This issue has both a warning of conservation needs for the most
famous butterfly in the world, the monarch, and possible solutions,
as outlined in the Monarch 2000 event noted herein.
We also have several letters, but most have been sent in by myself;
hopefully, more members will have comments to send in for future
issues.
With 2001 coming up, we expect to issue our journals this winter
so the 2000 issues get published, and be back on schedule later in the
year. There are a number of articles awaiting publication in the
journals, plus a supplement on some North American Gelechiidae
and on butterflies from the Solomon Islands, among others.
Keep sending in your news and notices for future issues of the
News, as well as more technical articles that can be published herein
without page charges.

J. B. HEpPNER
Executive Director

NOTES
I. 2001 Annual Meeting: April 20-22 in Gainesville.
2. 2001 Annual Photo Contest: deadline is March 15, 2001. Note that the
prize awards include a Grand Prize winner (award may be cash or a book).
3. Cover Photos: members can note that color photos for journal covers are
always sought. ATL does not pay photo fees, but you do have the gratification of having your photo selected for one of the front or back covers. Photos
should be exceptionally sharp and in our page proportion.
4. ATL Debentures: a number of ATL members have already taken
advantage of our interest rates and invested in ATL debentures. Please let us
know what you can do to help! Returns of principal (at end of period) and
interest (paid annually) are guaranteed.
5. ATL Home Page: see it at http://www.troplep.org.Coming soon
(hopefully): color photo files of worldwide butterflies and moths!
6. 2000 Journals: the 2000 issues are in preparation and probably will be
issued together as a group, or close together.
7. ATL Photo Archives: Do not forget to consider ATL as the ultimate
depository for your valued color slides of moths and butterflies and larvae.
Do not let your investment of time and effort go to relatives who may not
appreciate photographs of Lepidoptera; donate them to the ATL Photo
Archives. You are also welcome to send listings of your holdings to add to
the ATL Photofile database: let others know what species you have recorded
on film. You may have unique life history photos never seen before.
8. Life memberships: the Directors voted to increase life member dues, so
since June 1,2000, the ATL life membership will cost $2,000 (or $400 per
year for 5 years).
9. Membership List: the new membership list is being compiled and should
be out this year as an isue of the News (if it takes too long to complete, then
in early 2001).
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LETTERS
A WORLD FOR BUTTERFLIES
While I do appreciate the book review for my book that appeared in
Tropical Lepidoptera (2000. 10(2):84), by Dr. Thomas C. Emmel, I
would like to point out that the title of the book is "A World for
Butterflies," not "A World of Butterflies." As Dr. Emmel says in the
review, "the heart of the author's theme" is the ultimate chapter, "A
World for Butterflies?," and that is why it was used as the title of the
book (and not the third chapter title!).
I admit that the intentional play on the words ':world" and "butterfly"
for the chapter titles might confuse the issue for anyone that is not
paying attention - after all, my publisher confused the issue at least
once (on pp. 13, they referred to the website as
"www.aworidOFbutterflies" instead of the real one,
"www.aworldFORbutterflies") - but still, the title was as plain as it
could possibly be.
PHIL SCHAPPERT

University of Texas, Austin, Texas

NOMINA NUDA IN 2000
Another case has arisen this year, as has often occurred in past
decades, of usage of unpublished names by authors other than the
proposer of the new names. In the current case, involving some new
names of Dr. Mikhail Kozlov (Univ. of Turku, Turku, Finland) that are
as yet unpublished, the authors involved have gone through a museum
collection photographing species, found the new names and added them
to their faunal book, along with photographs and short descriptions,
thinking that the names would shortly be published (the authors noted
"Kozlov, in press" after using each name). The book using these
unpublished names in this case is a more popular format and not a
technical book, but nonetheless the case is the same in terms of
nomenclature.
As a result, the authors of the book involved were almost stealing
intellectual property (hopefully unintentional). Although they formally
acknowledge Dr. Kozlov as the proposer of the new names, the old
Zoological Code would have assured the validity of these "descriptions"
and would have made the book authors as the authors of the new names,
and not Dr. Kozlov: this is what has always happened in past years in
such cases. Fortunately, this is one situation corrected by the new 1999
Zoological Code, whereby the publication in question does not constitute
a valid description inasmuch as types are not designated (Art. 16),
among other criteria. Article 16 of the new Zoological Code states that
a new name after 1999 must, I) be explicitly indicated as a new taxon,
2) the original description must have an explicit holotype fixation, and
3) there must be a clear statement of intent of holotype deposition in a
specified scientific collection. According to the new Code, the "new"
names noted above are nomina nuda, or invalid names lacking a valid
description. However, the new Code cannot serve as an excuse for these
authors. Furthermore, the use of these unpublished names can create
additional problems due to the possible use of these invalid names by
other researchers.
Preparation of a comprehensive taxonomic revision may last for
years, if not decades. During this time, the type specimens of new taxa,
labelled as such but not yet formally described, may sit in museums for
years, all the time very sensitive to any kind of intervention by others.
In the case noted above, the specimens were labelled back in 1995, yet
only now are in line to be validly published in 2001. The intellectual
property aspect of the original researcher at this stage is protected only
by the code of professional ethics. In decades past, it sometimes was the
case that rival taxonomists were even "stealing" new species if someone
hinted at what new species they were working on, so problems of
protecting types of new species certainly has validity. There is no way
to avoid labelling newly discovered specimens as new species in
preparation for their publication, or to easily provide separate safe
depository for species "in statu nascendi" in a major insect collection: the
only alternative is for the researcher to retain possession of such
specimens until the names have been published, but this is not always
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feasible over many years. Visitors coming to use collections in most
museums will usually have access also to these undescribed species, or
new "types," and thus, they clearly have a responsibility to verify the
status of names on specimens. Photography and publication of such
specimens is clearly beyond perrnissable scientific ethics, and should
always be done only with the knowledge and consent of the describer of
these new species.
As it turns out, one of th~ authors who published the book noted
above not only has taken some new species names and published
photographs and brief descriptions (no matter how innocently), as
already noted, but in other books has also "published" other manuscript
names (again, unknowingly) that were found in the drawers of the
Natural History Museum (BMNH), in London: these latter names involve
species identified and labelled with new names by George F. Hampson
and other researchers from nearly 80 years ago, but never published prior
to the deaths of these researchers, yet which still remain in the drawers
in the collections much as other specimens. Evidently, the author
involved was not aware that these were manuscript names. Visitors who
are not knowledgeable in such matters, or who are unaware that large
museums may have specimens labelled with manuscript names, should
in no way assume that all specimens are properly labelled, or properly
named, or that such names are valid or even published: they should
check with the collection manager (in the case of the BMNH, the
curators are well aware of these manuscript names, if they are only
asked about it).
Keeping in mind that visitors to most museums must read some
instructions, and certify acceptance of these rules, prior to being allowed
full use of the collections, I suggest that a statement on the use of socalled manuscript names be included in the formal "rules" museums give
to visiting researchers. For example: information on specimens bearing
manuscript names (labeled "in litt." or "in press," or in some similar
way) should not be published, or made use of, without written consent
of the describer, who after all has discovered the species and has done
all the research to name and describe it for publication. If the describer
is deceased prior to finishing the publication of a new name, then the
collection manager should be consulted. Equally, the major museums
should adopt new policies to somehow segregate newly identified species
so visitors cannot have immediate access to these specimens unless first
consulting with the collection manager. Some museums still even keep
holotypes in their main collections, rather than in special type cabinets
that can be locked.
This matter, and notes about the use of his new names, was first
brought to my attention by Dr. Kozlov. Herein other notes are added that
I was aware of, in this way emphasizing these matters to our readers.
Perhaps in this way others will better understand the many problems
involved in the unauthorized use of manuscript names.
1. B. HEPPNER
Florida State Collection of Arthropods
Gainesville, Florida

NEARCTIC LEPIDOPTERA CATALOG
The Atlas of North American Lepidoptera series has been in
preparation for a number of years now. Although an illust;ated part on
the swallowtails is planned, a new catalog has also been in progess for
a few years and will be the first part issued to subscribers. Previous
North American catalogs have been completed several times since 1860,
most recently in 1938-39 and in 1983. Much has been added since 1983
and there also is considerable alteration of the classification of the
families that also needs to be taken into account.
The new North American catalog will be complete in terms of
synonyms and dates of description for all names, as well as the state or
country of origin, this being in the same format as adopted for other
ATL faunal projects. Inasmuch as the fauna is so large (ca. 12,000
species described thus far), and also for ease of use, the new catalog will
be published as a 3-volume work, with the first part to be completed
being on the butterflies. The butterfly section does not involve many
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species but due to excessive synonymy and subspecies names, it involves
a great number of names to catalog. There will also be a part on the
micro-moths (plus Geometridae) and a part on the macro-moths. Each
volume will have a separate index and a bibliography to the main
literature. A hostplant index is planned for the future, as well as the
illustrated species pages for each species. As with the Neotropical
catalog, there remain so many species yet undescribed in North America
(perhaps another 3,000 species, mostly among the micro-moths), that
periodic updates will be necessary once the catalog is completed.
J. B. HEPPNER
Florida State Collection of Arthropods
Gainesville, Florida

NEOTROPICAL BUTTERFLY CATALOG
The Atlas of Neotropical Lepidoptera series has three catalogs
already completed, covering all the Microlepidoptera (published in
1984), pyraloids to tortricoids (published in 1993), and part of the
macro-moths (published in 1996). The next part expected in 2001 will
be the catalog for butterflies and skippers. Although now a cooperative
project among several researchers, the main intiator and organizer for
this part has been Dr. Gerardo Lamas, of the Museo Nacional de Historia
Natural, in Lima, Peru.
The butterfly fauna of the Neotropics, from northern Mexico and the
West Indies to southern South America (including Chile), includes the
largest butterfly biodiversity on earth, with an estimated 8,000 species.
Dr. Lamas has been working on this catalog now for over 15 years, more
recently adding the help of colleagues for skippers and hairstreaks, both
the most difficult groups to be dealt with. Series subscribers will note
that Dr. Lamas is the main author of the bibliography to literature on
Neotropical butterflies, already published in 1995 as Part 124 of the
Atlas series. Part 125 will be the Neotropical moth bibliography. Other
future parts will conclude the catalog for Neotropical Lepidoptera and
progress on species pages to illustrate and describe all the species of the
region.
J. B. HEPPNER
Florida State Collection of Arthropods
Gainesville, Florida

LEPIDOPTERA OF CHILE
The Lepidoptera fauna of Chile is remarkably isolated from the
remainder of South America, other than some overlap in western
Argentina. The huge tropical fauna of the Amazon does not reach into
Chile, being completely cut off by the high Andes mountains and
plateaus of Peru and Bolivia, and extending all the way to Tierra del
Fuego. Due to the isolation of Chilean fauna and the mostly temperate
climate of Chile, the country has a much smaller fauna than in most
other areas of South America.
Several families of moths have already been cataloged for Chile,
primarily Cossidae, Geometridae, Lasiocampidae, and Noctuidae, among
others. Work is now in progress to complete the Chilean Lepidoptera
catalog by adding the other macro-moth families, plus the few butterflies
(ca. 169 spp.) and the Microlepidoptera. While the Chilean butterflies are
no problem to catalog, due to the few species involved, on-going studies
by such researchers as Dubi Benjamini on the blues, will help elucidate
some of the species complexes yet to be clarified in Chile.
Chilean Lepidoptera are of special interest not only due to their
isolation from the rest of the more tropical Neotropics (e.g., there is only
a single swallowtail known from Chile), but also due to the many
affinities to South Pacific fauna, part of the ancient Gondwanaland
distribution. The same is found among the many strange plants found in
Chile, south of the northern desert regions.
It is anticipated that the Chile catalog will be in publication within
a few years, and thereafter that species pages will be added to the ongoing Atlas of Neotropical Lepidoptera series.
ANDRES O. ANGULO
J. B. HEPPNER
Univ. de Concepci6n
Florida State Collection of Arthropods
Concepci6n, Chile
Gainesville, Florida
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REVIEW OF A REVIEW
In a recent review of my Classification of Lepidoptera, Part 1
(Heppner. 1998. In Holarctic Lepid., 5 (Supp!. 1): 1-148), John W.
Brown presents such an inaccurate critique that I am obliged to respond
to his review.
Brown's review (2000. Proc. Ent. Soc. Wash., 102:1075-1076)
begins with the remark that the schematic family trees of family
phylogenies presented in my work are "based on intuition:" actually, a
careful reading would show that they are based on the extensively
researched Table of Family Characters in the book. Any subjectivity that
Brown alludes to is not any different than what a more cladistic analysis
(showing calculated percentages of degree of difference) would present
in the choice of where to call a group a family, or a superfamily, and so
forth; and, the presentation of the lineages also comes from the data in
either case. Also, the classification is not based exclusively on wing
venation (even though there are many illustrated), but on 24 major
character sets of adult, larval and pupal morphology for each family
(where known): the many wing venation figures are merely illustrated as
a handy reference for the reader for what characters the wing venations
do show.
The next thing Brown criticizes is the species totals for Tortricidae
in the faunal totals for the world Lepidoptera fauna. Although all the
faunal regions are undoubtedly undercounted, since many species remain
to be named, he notes having 8,000 species names in his own card file
for Tortricidae of the world, versus the 6,683 species which I mention
in the faunal table (based on my 1991 summary): my total represents the
valid names of described species of tortricids (up to 1990), not all the
published species names available, which also would include all the
synonyms he evidently is counting in his card file total. The true tortricid
world fauna will probably top 12,000 species in any case, once all have
been discovered and named.
He then finds two names (out of 100s noted) in figure captions of
wing venations among tortricids, where older generic names were
inadvertantly used, immediately concluding and extrapolating thereby
that much of the book has questionable data. This kind of free extrapolation, by taking a few older names as evidence the entire work can then
somehow be called into question, is inappropriate and only refers to
nomenclature in any case: this is like finding a few words misspelled in
Darwin's Origin of Species and thereby claiming that Darwin's theory is
questionable.
Brown also questions the classification used in the book, mainly
because of the arrangement for families of Zygaenoidea and Cossoidea,
which does not agree with what some specialists have proposed in recent
years. Actually, the so-called "global consensus" that has evolved for
some Zygaenoidea classifications (among others) in recent works is
erroneous in continuing to place all slug caterpillar families together
merely due to their similar larvae (notwithstanding some other characters
that appear to show close relationships, which is what other specialists
have chosen to key in on): the larval similarities are a case of evolutionary convergence on a common larval adaptation, and do not involve
evolutionary lineages from a common ancestor, as demonstrated when
adult morphology is studied (among other characters), thus putting some
families in Cossoidea and some in Zygaenoidea. In the same logic,
agaristine Noctuidae, some zygaenids, uranioids, castniids, and butterflies, all have clubbed antennae: that does not prove that they are from
the same evolutionary lineage, since other morphology demonstrates that
they are not even closely related.
Undoubtedly, there will likely be more to discuss among specialists
once the second part of my work on Lepidoptera classification is
published in 2001, but hopefully one hopes for more useful dialog.
J. B. HEPPNER
Florida State Collection of Arthropods
Gainesville, Florida
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TAIWAN LEPIDOPTERA SURVEY: 20 Years
The Taiwan Lepidoptera Survey, begun in 1980 at the request of the
government of Taiwan as a collaborative national survey of Taiwan
Lepidoptera, originally between the Smithsonian Institution and the
Taiwan National Museum (later including the Florida State Collection of
Arthropods), has resulted in the collection of Lepidoptera in almost every
comer of Taiwan, one of the most extensive national surveys for one
group of insects made in the last century for one area. This has already
been well-publicized in the 1992 Taiwan Lepidoptera catalog (Heppner
and Inoue (eds.). 1992. Lepidoptera of Taiwan. Vol. 1. Part 2: Checklist.
Assoc. Trop. Lepid.). The result is a large accumulation of Taiwan
Lepidoptera, currently under study at the Florida State Collection of
Arthropods (FSCA), Gainesville, Florida, and in part at the Smithsonian
Institution (USNM), Washington, DC.
The Taiwan Lepidoptera Survey, ongoing now for 20 years of nearly
yearly field surveys, has been a cooperative effort by the Florida State
Collection of Arthropods (Gainesville, FL), the Smithsonian Institution
(Washington, DC), and in Taipei, the Taiwan Forestry Research Institute
and the Taiwan Museum (now called the Taiwan National Museum). The
Taiwan Museum has been the main Taiwan-based cooperating institution
and the FSCA has been the main American cooperating partner in this
international project. Partial funding has come from the National Science
Foundation, through its International-Programs division, as well as some
funding from Taiwan's National Science Council and the Pacific Cultural
Foundation. The immediate result of this funding was the 1992 publication of the Taiwan Lepidoptera catalog, edited by myself and Dr. H.
Inoue. All other funding sources and other help is noted in the 1992
catalog.
The next part of the book series on Taiwan Lepidoptera, including
a color synopsis of the Lepidoptera fauna, is nearly completed, and is
now expected to be published in 2001. This next part of the series will
include a gazateer to Taiwan place names, corrections and additions to
the Taiwan catalog, introductory notes on the Taiwan Lepidoptera fauna,
and notes. A third part to these introductory books will involve a
hostplant index for Taiwan Lepidoptera. Future issues will illustrate and
describe all the Taiwan Lepidoptera species in detail.
Of the few new species described so far from material collected in
the Taiwan Lepidoptera Survey, the holotypes currently are stored at
FSCA for the Taiwan Museum. The bulk of the Taiwan specimens are
under study at FSCA, leading to an eventual sharing of specimens
between FSCA and the Taiwan cooperating institutions. Other Taiwan
collections are under study at the USNM.
While most persons working on Oriental fauna are aware of the
Taiwan Lepidoptera Survey already for many years, this notice provides
an update to a number of researchers who may not have knowledge of
this large project. For example, over the last two years a group of
Hungarian lepidopterists have made collections in Taiwan and immediately described new species. Additionally, the holotypes for their new
species from Taiwan were deposited in collections in Hungary, even
private collections. The Taiwan Lepidoptera Survey, contrarily, has
agreements with the Taiwan Museum, whereby holotypes of new species
described from project specimens remain the property of the Taiwan
Museum and are only temporarily placed at FSCA while under further
study.
The new species more recently described by others not associated
with the Taiwan project are mostly based on itinerant collections made
in Taiwan, without resort to all available museum material. Although this
has been the custom in most cases with new species descriptions already
for the past 200 years, mostly by amateurs - a kind of frenzy of new
species descriptions based only on what the authors themselves have just
collected - it is not what modern researchers should be doing. One can
understand the lack of museum searches for additional specimens from
all possible collections in some cases, but it is another thing to be
seemingly ignorant of a nation-wide Lepidoptera survey already in place
since 1980, with many lOs of 1000s of specimens in hand, and then
ignore such specimens when describing new species: something almost
unconscionable for a scientist.
In these instances in recent years, brief serendipitous collections
made during a week or two in Taiwan resulted in some new species
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being discovered, and then various authors described these new species
based on insufficient data. Because of inadequate field time, these new
descriptions have been based on only a few specimens, or even unique
specimens - even sometimes with the notation that the species
apparently is "rare" - while at the FSCA or the USNM there might be
50 or 80 specimens of the same new species, and also with both sexes
available for description, all in a collection base formed by thorough
biodiversity surveys across Taiwan, in all seasons and over many years.
If these authors had thoroughly checked other collections, or at least
what is available with the Taiwan Lepidoptera Survey, their descriptions
would not have been short of specimens, and their conclusions less
erroneous. One can understand the impracticality of checking every
major museum for specimens, but it is another matter indeed to fail to
study specimens available from an on-going, well-known and intensive
survey already in progress for 20 years. It is equivalent to collecting in
Costa Rica and not knowing of the existence of the large collections
already organized by INBio.
It can again be noted that recent new holotypes have been put in the
Hungarian Natural History Museum, Budapest, and even private
collections, even though Taiwan actually requires types of Taiwanese
species to be deposited in a national collection in Taiwan (as do many
countries today). In the past, most holotypes of new species from Taiwan
have been deposited in foreign museums, predominately' in Japan,
England, and Germany. Yet, all holotypes from the Taiwan Lepidoptera
Survey are destined for the main insect collection in Taiwan, at the
Taiwan National Museum (formerly the Taiwan Provincial Museum),
Taipei, as also duplicate specimens from the survey.
The historical trend for hasty new species descriptions, especially by
amateurs, has been steadfast, and continues to be based mostly on
itinerant collections, with deposit of holotypes in private collections,
rarely in museums. The new Zoological Code (1999. ICZN) at least has
taken one step to deal with this by requiring that each holotype have a
designated depository, preferably a public museum. Unfortunately, the
Code does not require thorough study of available specimens before a
new species is described - this still remains the responsibility of the
researcher - but the unwritten assumption is that each researcher will
diligently check all available specimens before embarking on the
description of a new species, if for no other reason than to better
advance our science with accurate information.
J. B. HEPPNER
Florida State Collection of Arthropods
Gainesville, Florida

BUTTERFLY FIELD GUIDE CORRECTION
The overall excellent new field guide by Opler and Malikul, A Field
Guide to Eastern Butterflies, part of the revised Peterson Field Guide
series which replaced the 1951 version by Alexander B. Klots, was first
published in 1992. I had not seen the revised edition of 1998 until
recently, which prompts this note on a singular and unfortunate error in
regard to our Association for Tropical Lepidoptera.
It is understandable that the 1992 edition made no mention of ATL,
since we began in 1990 and the book was already in production.
However, in its revised 1998 edition our society is mentioned in the
section on North American societies for Lepidoptera, yet we are called
the "Holarctic Lepidoptera Society." It is quite amazing to find our name
mistakenly entered in this way. To mention only the Holarctic Lepidoptera journal (not Lepidoptera News or Tropical Lepidoptera) and then
change our name to something never before heard of by anyone, all in
such a commonly used and widespread book, is confusing to users.
Hopefully, the publisher can correct this error in the next printing.
J. B. HEPPNER
Florida State Collection of Arthropods
Gainesville, Florida
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TECHNIQUES: Double Mounts with Plastozote
Anyone working with Microlepidoptera or other small insects needs
to use Minutien pins in double mounts (Fig. 1). The methodology
involves a tiny Minutien pin (usually 0.15 or 0.2 mm thick, and about
10 mm long) that is used to pin through the thorax of a specimen and
then pushed into a small block of material, which itself is then pushed
through with a normal insect pin.

Paper
........~~I----,...-point
Cork

Specimen
labels
----'c:::;;~-V ia I
Cork

Fig. I. Typical double mounts used for small insects; the larger block is the usual
design used for Microlepidoptera (after Arnett, 1985). Note that moths should
never be glued onto paper points, as in the example of a fly at right.
Until recent years, one mostly used polyporus, a white bracken
fungus that when cut into thin strips yielded a dense, stable and
appealing double mounting material. I have not been able to determine
the reasons for the lack of further supply of polyporus these last 10 years
or so, but presume it may have something to do with new environmental
laws in Europe that may have prevented continued collections of the
large bracken fungi from woodlands in England and other areas that
seem to have supplied all the polyporus used by entomologists.
Besides polyporus, other materials that have been used over the
years include cork and balsa wood. Both these alternates have their
problems: cork does hold a pin well, but deteriorates with age more than
polyporus and is more brittle with age; balsa wood is not flexible, harder
than one wants and does not hold a pin well. And, both are not a
pleasing white color, like polyporus. Even paper and cardboard have
been used by some but both are too stiff to make useful double mounts.
The lack of a supply of polyporus for double mounts has resulted
in the use of the just mentioned alternates, as well as newer synthetics,
either plastic foam or a rubbery material. The rubber compounds are
obtained in strips, like polyporus used to be sold for double mounts, or
as a liquid that is poured into molds which provide rubbery strips upon
hardening. The rubbery synthetic, however, is too flexible, is resistant to
pins due to its dense texture and one wonders about its longevity in a
museum environment. It does have the advantage of also being white in
color, however. Plastic foam is usable, also is white, and adheres to pins
fairly well, but is usually not dense enough to adhere tightly enough.
Plastozote, being a very dense form of plastic foam, is the welcome
solution for double mounts. In fact, it is superior in all aspects to the
natural polyporus. It is very white and unblemished, which some
polyporus occasionally was, or became so with age. It has some
flexibility but not too much. It is dense yet allows easy entrance of pins
and adheres to the pins very tightly. As far as is known, it also does not
age and should offer a very permanent material for double mounts of
specimens that may be wanted for lOOs of years in a museum. I have
checked the plastozote with different chemicals (acetone, alcohol, ethyl
acetate, and KAAD larval solution) and found no discernable change in
the plastozote blocks after several days of soaking, indicating a very
stable material. Plastozote was also recommended in an article on
Microlepidoptera preparation by I.-F. Landry and B. Landry (1994. J.
Lepid. Soc., 48:205-227).
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About the only difficulty with plastozote is in its preparation for
double mounts. One can obtain plastozote sheets about 10 mm in
thickness. One must then cut thin (ca. 3 mm) strips using a razor mat
cutter, and then cut the small blocks from the strips (also ca. 3 mm
wide), thus providing the desired double mount block of about 3 x 3 x
10 mm in size. Smaller blocks, often used in mounting flies and other
such small insects, can of course also be cut (usually only 3 x 3 x 3 mm
in size).
Advantages of plastozote double mounts:
1) Permanence: the material is impervious to moisture (thus not
rusting the pins) and apparently has long-term permanence. Thus, the
blocks can even be emersed in water and still used as before, something
very advantageous under field conditions in tropical regions when insects
are mounted directly in the field (polyporus, and most other double
mount subsitutes, would swell in water and become unusable with too
much moisture). Plastozote also is not eaten by museum pests like
dermestids; polyporus attracts museum pests and would be eaten in time
if pests were active.
2) Adherence: plastozote is dense enough to adhere tightly to pins,
yet is cushiony and remains flexible; thus, no rotation of mounts or the
specimen pins (subsitutes like cork and balsa wood invariably dry out
more and let pins rotate over time).
3) Appearence: plastozote is snow white and unblemished (it seems
impervious to common entomological chemicals like alcohol, ethyl
acetate, and acetone).
4) Cost: plastozote is relatively inexpensive, so cost per block is
very small (polyporus, even before the last years of supply, was
becoming rather expensive, and cork and balsa wood also are more
costly).
5) Preparation: plastozote is rather easily handled to make double
mounts.
When using plastozote to make double mounts there are only two
annoyances:
1) Static: plastozote generates considerable static electricity when
handled as one cuts the sheets into blocks, so blocks "jump" around a lot
until one gets them into a paper box of some kind to reduce static. This
static, however, dissipates once a pin is used to finish a mount and does
not harm any minute insect due to static charges when the Minutien pin
and specimen are added.
2) Density: plastozote is dense enough to cause some problems in
cutting the sheets into strips and then into blocks, since even sharp
razors are quickly dulled by the material. Using single-edged razors, I
have had to change them about every 30 minutes of very active cutting,
and even after 10 minutes one already notices that the cutting is not as
easy as with a new razor.
All in all, plastozote is highly recommended as the modem
substitute for polyporus in the making of double mounts for insects. The
most dense plastozote material I am aware of is manufactured in Taiwan.
J. B. HEPPNER
Florida State Collection of Arthropods
Gainesville, Florida

ARGYROTAENIA CITRANA NOT IN FLORIDA
A recent catalog of the Nearctic Tortricinae (Razowski, 2000.
SHILAP Revta. Lepid., 28:5-62), repeats the erroneous distribution of the
tortricid, Argyrotaenia citrana (Fernald, 1889), as including the state of
Florida. This error in distribution originates from misidentifications from
decades ago, repeated in several publications over the last 50 years. It is
the kind of data that seemingly cannot be purged from the literature.
Inasmuch as A. citrana is of economic importance as a citrus pest
in California and adjacent Arizona, it is of great importance to Florida
citrus to verify that this species does not occur in Florida. No specimen
of this species has ever been found in Florida, and those thought to be
A. citrana all have been checked and identified as other species, mostly
Argyrotaenia ivana (Fernald, 1901). It is unfortunate that this new
catalog would again repeat this old error in distribution.
J. B. HEPPNER
Florida State Collection of Arthropods
Gainesville, Florida
LEPIDOPTERA NEWS

MONARCH WATCH [cont. from p. I]
Lincoln P. Brower, a monarch biologist at Sweet Briar College,
Sweet Briar, Virginia (formerly with the University of Florida,
Gainesville), who was an author of the new study with colleagues at
the Universidad Nacional Autonoma de Mexico, Mexico City, and
the World Wildlife Fund. "But I didn't predict it would be this bad.
The maps just floored me." Dr. Karen Oberhauser, a monarch
ecologist at the University of Minnesota interviewed by the New
York Times noted, "It's the first study and a really important study.
We didn't expect the change to be this great."
In the article by Carol Yoon, in the New York Times (Sep 12,
2000) it is noted that
"researchers found ... not only that forest was disappearing both
inside and outside the preserves, but it was being removed in such
a way that what forest remained was highly fragmented. Much of
the forest has been significantly thinned, a process leading not to
regeneration but instead to further degradation. Over the 28-year
period of the study, the average size of the conserved patches of
forest decreased nearly 90%, from 5,000 acres to 500."
"As a result, even in remaining forest stands, trees are more exposed
to wind, drying, greater temperature extremes and are more at risk
of fire, all of which make the forests less suitable as resting grounds
for the butterflies."
And further,
"Dr. Brower said that in one region where there has always been a
large monarch colony, development has encroached to the point that
the once remote roosts of monarchs are now dangling in trees right
next to farm fields. This winter, the butterfies startled biologists by
abandoning the site, moving over the mountains to a more intact
forest area - an increasingly rare commodity - that they had
never used before."

Fig. 2. Aerial photographs showing forest degradation at the monarch overwintering grounds in the Monarch Preserve, Michoacan, Mexico: a) original forest; b)
partially cleared forest within the Preserve; c) nearly complete deforestation within
the Preserve.
September 2000

Fig. 3. Mr. Jorge Pinto, Consul General of Mexico in New York, speaking on the
teamwork of American and Mexican conservationists working on-site to save the
monarch's Mexican overwintering grounds.
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Fig. 4. Dr. Orley ("Chip") Taylor, of the Monarch Watch (University of Kansas) tagging program, speaking at the New York event.

EXPANDED CONSERVATION STRATEGY
Responding to the current crisis, monarch specialists and the
Mexican representatives outlined an aggressive new strategy
involving expansion of the preserve to more than three times it
original size and new programs to address the needs of local
residents who live within the reserves. Ms. Missrie noted that the
new response was critical because not only had nearly 45% of the
forests in the reserve region been destroyed since the Mexican
government created the current reserve in 1986, the major weakness
of the previous conservation strategy was resistance by the local
populace. To address this need, Dr. Brower imd Ms. Missrie said that
not only would enhancement of the preservation and reforestation
efforts currently being conducted in Mexico by the Michoacan
Reforestation Fund and Monarch Butterfly Sanctuary Foundation be
required, but establishment of an entirely new fund directed at the
needs of local residents. The new entity, the Monarch Butterfly
Conservation Fund, is being established at the moment and will be
administered by the World Wildlife Fund and the Mexican Fund for
the Conservation of Nature. Designed to streamline aid directly to
local needs with little hierarchical interference, the fund will provide
financial incentives for local residents to support the overall monarch
conservation strategy. The MBCF has been seeded with $5 million
of initial funding but, Brower and Missrie stated, it will require $30
million to meet its ultimate goal.
Mexico's Ministry of the Environment, Natural Resources and
Fisheries has praised the aggressive new strategy, noting that it more
comprehensively addresses the biological needs of the Monarch as
well as the social and political realities surrounding the reserve. The
expanded reserve acreage of 140,000 acres (versus the previous
40,000 acre reserve), they said, not only more adequately cover
known overwintering sites, it also addresses needs of the larger
watersheds of which the roosting forests are an integral part.
Drs. Taylor and Opler emphasized the international context of
the crisis and proposed solutions. Dr. Taylor said,
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Fig. 5. A tagged monarch, with the Monarch Watch tag attached (courtesy of O.
Taylor, Univ. of Kansas).

"as many as 500 million monarchs in eastern North America
migrate to Mexico ... truly one of the world's wonders. Yet, the
continuation of this phenomenon is threatened by deforestation in
Mexico .... Conservation of this monarch migration is a significant concern."
LEPIDOPTERA NEWS

Dr. Opler stated,
"Monarch conservation is a two-way street .... It behooves us to
give as much assistance to efforts in Mexico as we can from the
United States."
Dr. Oberhauser, in subsequent comments, noted this as well, saying,
"Monarchs also require habitat conservation in the United States and
Canada; every monarch that overwinters in Mexico was a larva on
milkweed plants up to 2000 miles north of the overwintering sites.
We cannot simply look at the Mexican problem in isolation, but
need to conserve breeding and migratory habitat as well."
LEPIDOPTERISTS' RESPONSE
In follow-up discussions, many lepidopterists emphasized that if
the current urgent situation is to be successfully addressed, butterfly
lovers (certainly the monarch's closest ally) must each make a
personal effort to disseminate information about the crisis through
their own personal "networks," especially through the e-mail and
internet, which are inexpensive and fast. Urgency, versus complacency, came to the fore in comments I heard as I attended and
returned from the Central Park event. As I heading out to attend, a
colleague said "Kurt, come on, what difference would it really make
if this butterfly went extinct?" When I began communicating with
other lepidopterists after the program, more than one professional on
my contact list reminded me "it's inevitable the Mexican overwintering grounds will eventually tank." Is this what we really want or
expect? Dr. Brower was asked this same question by the CBS
reporter attending the event. He gave the answer he is now famous
for - that world citizenry protects wonders like the Mona Lisa and
the Crown Jewels. At bottom, their value might seem as ethereal as
a butterfly's. Yet, people have been taught that these art treasures
have inherent value. "Shouldn't natural wonders be accorded the
same inherent value?" Dr. Brower asked, to applause.
The New York Times article also stated:
"Part of the problem . . . is that in 1986, when the Mexican
government set aside the first sanctuaries, land was appropriated
without compensation for the residents, who owned the land
communally. As a result, ... many residents are angry and have
shown a blatant disregard for the prohibition of logging inside the
sanctuaries."
"In the hopes of curbing illegal logging in the new sanctuary, Mario
Huacuja, Director of Communications for the [Mexican] Ministry
[of Environment, Natural Resources and Fisheries], said ... that in
collaboration with private foundations, the Ministry was negotiating
a novel system to pay local people for their lost logging rights in
the preserve. In addition, there will be payments to people who help
protect or restore the forest."
"Despite the monetary incentives, there is already opposition to an
expanded preserve. Some have argued, for example, that the monry
being offered for logging rights, about $16 per cubic meter of wood,
is below the market value and that residents will lose money."
"Others note that whatever the monetary incentives, it will always
be difficult to prevent illegal cutting in an area as desperately
impoverished as that around the [monarch] wintering grounds."
"Dr. Dennis Frey, behavioral ecologist studying monarchs at
California Polytechnic University, said that on a recent visit to a
monarch sancturary with a group of scientists, the sound of their
approach silenced the work of a nearby, but hidden, woodsman, ..
. 'but as soon we got back into our vehicles to go, the chop, chop,
chop started up again immediately.'''
To help lepidopterists communicate the monarch's urgent
situation, websites are posting succinct information on the current
crisis that can be copied into e-mails and easily disseminated (see the
URL lists below). Information flow is essential to protecting the
monarch. As part of these efforts, Richard Stadin, President of
Mastervision (producers of, among other documentaries, the Audubon
Society's Butterflies for Beginners, Audubon Society's Butterfly
September 2000

Gardening and Audubon Society's Video Guide to Birds of North
America), has initiated Monarch Watch 2000, which will offer a
variety of technological support to the effort to inform the public
about the Monarch crisis.
New funds will also be needed, and even professional fundraisers
know how difficult it is to raise money. Even for favored causes,
fundraisers estimate only 1 in 10 interested persons actually makes
the move to contribute money. Usually the reason is they simply
don't get around to putting the donation in the mail. Yet, fundraisers
note, the same people will easily spend as much or more than a small
donation on a quick lunch or drink with friends and family, even
several days a week. Given this reality, one must reinforce the notion
that it is lepidopterists who must now "get on the hom" and make
monarch conservation their urgent priority. Try it. Go to that e-mail
and send information out to everyone you know, urging them to
provide support. It may work.
Dr. Taylor emphasized that although preserving the overwintering sites in Mexico is a bottom line in monarch conservation, our
complexifying world also requires that monarchs everywhere become
more well understood. "Our goals at Monarch Watch" he said at
Central Park,
"are not only to draw attention to these threats to the migration but
also to evaluate the impact of overall human activities on monarch
populations. If we are going to protect the monarch migration, we
need to develop a baseline for the population, that is, to know the
size of the population and to identify those factors that cause
monarch numbers to decline or increase. The tagging program is
helping us get these answers. Each year, Monarch Watch issues
250,000 tags to schools and volunteers. These assistants, including
tens of thousands of children, tag approximately 70,000 monarchs
each season. The data from recoveries of tagged monarchs in the
United States and in Mexico enable us to: I) determine the origins
of the monarchs that reach Mexico; 2) calculate the mortality of
monarchs during migration; and 3) estimate the overall size of the
migratory population. In the future, data on population size and
dynamics will be ·extremely important in determining whether the
monarch populations are declining or increasing as a result of
human activities."
As part of the Monarch Watch program, Dr. Taylor organized a
demonstration monarch tagging so children could get an idea of how
this was done. Monarchs from Long Island were collected for the
event for the children present at the event to tag and release. Dr.
Taylor noted that, "he was cultivating the fascination that many
people have for these insects.... " (New York Times). But, as noted
by the Times:
"Using monarchs for such an agenda is not universally popular in
the butterfly world. The president of the North American Butterfly
Association [NABA], Jeffrey Glassberg, denounced yesterday's
event, calling it a 'circus sideshow.' Mr. Glassberg, a molecular
biologist by training, said that truly respecting monarchs meant
treating them like wild creatures and observing them in their natural
environment, not trucking them in for a demonstration. 'Butterflies
are wild animals,' he said. 'To treat them as little toys that you take
around and say, 'Isn't that cute?' sends completely the wrong
message to people.'''
Dr. Robert Pyle, in his written statement for the event, however,
noted other issues regarding the monarch that are in play today as
well:
"the regrettable trend of scattering monarchs hither and yon at
weddings and other events has only muddied our ability to study
their true movements," he said, but "this enlightened event can only
help - help our understanding, help our community devotion to
saving this great and endangered phenomenon, help the monarchs
themselves. "
The final statement in Dr. Pyle's message also aptly summarized the
feelings that lepidopterists share for the monarch butterfly and also
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Fig. 6. Dr. Lincoln P. Brower (center right), with Alexander Brash (center left), Director of New York Urban Park Rangers, with Urban Parks Ranger Director, Sara
Hobel (right), and Central Park Plant Enhancement Director, Vicki Hornbostel (left), at the Monarch Watch 2000 event.
suggest the common ground that can galvanize lepidopterists in
aggressively supporting their conservation: in "1976, shortly after the
Mexican sites came to light," he said,
"the North American migratory monarchs were declared the top
priority in world butterfly conservation. That judgment has not
changed, and has become much more urgent with recent disclosures
of forest loss and chemical and genetic threats. This animal is truly
the 'Monarch of the Americas,' with an enormous potential to link
Canadian, American, and Mexican conservation action."
Dr. Pyle closed with an admonition we can all share: "Long may
the monarchs reign over the skies and milkweed meadows of North
America!"

brower@sbc.edu.
3. Monarch Education: Monarchs in the Classroom at,
www.nmarchlab.urnn.edu
C. Information Dissemination
1. Monarch Crisis Information: Mastervision at,
www.mastervision.com/mw2000.
2. Monarch Crisis and Other Endangered Species: Endangered
Butterflies Website (American Ethical Union) at,
www.edutrek.netJendangeredbutterflies.html.
3. Monarch Crisis and Other Endangered Species: the Children's
Butterfly Site at the following website (and all included links):
www.mesc.usgs.govlbutterflylbutterfly.htrnl.
KURT JOHNSON
Environmental Affairs, The Ethical Culture Society
Brooklyn, New York

Information Resources and Conservation Organizations Needing
Financial Support
Support and financial contributions to any of the organizations
under A (On-site Conservation) and B (Monarch Education and
Research) will directly aid monarchs at their Mexican overwintering
grounds:
A. On-Site Conservation in Mexico
1. World Wildlife Fund: watch for particulars of a new WWF
administered foundation organized with the Mexican government
specifically for this purpose: "Monarch Butterfly Conservation
Fund" at, www.worldwildlife.org.
2. On-site Support for Community Infrasture: Monarch Butterfly
Sanctuary Foundation at, www.mbsf.org.
3. Reforestation: Michmican Reforestation Fund at,
www.michoacanmonarchs.com.
B. Monarch Education and Research
1. Monarch Research, Education and Migration Tagging: Monarch
Watch at, www.MonarchWatch.org.
2. Research on Overwintering Ground Deterioration: contact
Monarch Butterfly Fund, Sweetbriar College, through e-mail at,
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Editor's Note
As for the Glassberg comments, in a letter-to-the-editor of the New
York Times, not printed but posted on the Mastervision media site, the
lepidopterist speakers at the event (Drs. Brower, Johnson, Opler, Pyle,
and Taylor) stated, in response to the Glassberg quote,
"Jeff Glassberg belittles the release of tagged monarch butterflies as a
'circus sideshow' in which butterflies are treated as 'toys.' To the
contrary, tagging monarchs sheds light on how these remarkable insects
find their way to mexico. Tagging also provides information on the size
of their populations, data that are needed to establish the impact of
deforestation ... on monarchs in Mexico.... We live in a complex
world in which education, persuasion, discussion, accomodation,
compromise and mitigation are the realities of conservation. Mr.
Glassberg's message may appeal to some, but it does not help in the task
to save monarchs in Mexico."
NOTE: An abbreviated version of this article already was printed in 2000, in
the News of the Lepidopterists' Society (Vol. 42, No.3).
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THE PIONEER CENTURY OF AMERICAN ENTOMOLOGY
by H. B. Weiss

Continued from Chapter X (see Lepidoptera News, June 2000)
J. B. Heppner, Editor

CHAPTER XI
SOME NOTES ON CANADA
When Champlain sailed up the St. Lawrence River during the
summer of 1603 and again when he explored the shores of Nova
Scotia in 1604 and again when he returned to Canada in 1608 and
again in 1613, 1615, 1617, and in 1620 when he took his family to
Quebec; during all these trips and during his residence in Canada,
regardless of his abilities as an explorer and as a colonist, he was not
a naturalist and even less of an entomologist, for his writings only
mention mosquitoes and the presence of fleas in Indian huts and in
the field.
Other travel accounts relating to the early settlement of Canada
frequently contain references to the annoyance caused by insects,
usually briefly and incidentally. However, Edward Allen Talbot, in
his Five Years'Residence in the Canadas (London, 1824, 2 vols.),
devoted a chapter to insects, in which he mentioned the "exquisitely
beautiful" Canadian butterflies, the ravages of locusts and grasshoppers, mosquitoes, the horse-fly, etc. The horse-fly he spoke of as "the
most formidable and relentless foe to which cruel inflictions the poor
quadrupeds of Canada are doomed to submit."
In 1825, the expedition under the command of Sir John Franklin
explored Canada from Fort William on Lake Superior to the
Mackenzie River in latitude 65°, and the results were published by
Sir John Richardson, a member of the party, in London in 1829 and
at Norwich in 1837. The work was entitled Richardson's Fauna
Boreali-Americana. Three volumes were published in London, and
the fourth, which was occupied exclusively with the insects collected
by the expedition and prepared by the Rev. Wm. Kirby, F.R.S., came
out at Norwich. Four hundred and forty-seven species are described
in this volume and a number are illustrated by colored plates.
PHILIP HENRY GOSSE (1810-1888)
Early in the nineteenth century, the natural history of Canada was
studied by Philip Henry Gosse, and his entomological observations
deserve extended mention here. He was born at Worcester, April 6,
1810, being the second of a family of four children. He grew up in
the maritime section of Poole in Dorsetshire, and there became
interested in sea anemones and insects, in which he was encouraged
by his aunt, Mrs. Bell. He attended grammar schools at Poole and
Blandford until 1825, when he entered a counting house at Poole,
where he remained until 1827, when he went to Carbonear, Newfoundland, to work for a shipping firm. He was with this firm for
eight years. His office work was not heavy and he had time to
develop his taste for natural history. A purchase of Adam's Essays on
the Microscope in 1832 crystallized his devotion to natural science.
Leaving Newfoundland in 1835, he bought a farm at Compton,
Canada, where he taught school in the winter, and in 1836 he wrote
his first book, Entomologia Terrae Novae, which has never been
published. For many years it was lost and only recently has it been
found and part of its contents made available. F. A. Bruton, of
Somerset, England, published in Entomological News, February 1930
(pp. 34-38), a paper entitled "Philip Henry Gosse's Entomology of
Newfoundland," in which he states that the book is small, having
between sixty and seventy pages and including nearly 250 beautiful
hand-painted figures of insects, larvae and pupae, with the pages
"headed more or less according to the list of orders and genera given
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in the twelfth edition of Linnaeus' Systema Naturae." The book is
devoid of descriptions of insects, but at the beginning are long lists
of insects. Mr. Bruton took the book to the British Museum and the
members of the entomological staff identified and classified the
insects figured in it. These are set forth in detail in Mr. Bruton's
paper. Lepidoptera, Coleoptera and Hymenoptera predominate.
Gosse was not a financial success as a Canadian farmer and he
sold his farm in 1838 and went to Philadelphia, Pa., staying only
long enough to visit the Academy of Natural Sciences and to become
acquainted with some of the naturalists of that city. Alabama,
specifically the township of Dallas, was his next stopping place, and
here he taught village school for nine months. His Letters from
Alabama, published in 1859 in London, has already been noted in
Chapter ?? Early in 1839 he returned to England, and on the voyage
from Mobile to Liverpool he wrote his Canadian Naturalist. The
Rev. Thomas W. Pyles visited Compton in 1864, after reading
Gosse's book, and published an interesting account of his pilgrimage
(23rd Ann. Rept. Ent. Soc. Onto 1892, pp. 22-29). At Compton, the
inhabitants used to refer to Gosse as "that crazy Englishman who
goes about picking up bugs." Pyles visited the haunts written about
by Gosse and had a delightful time collecting quaint criticisms of
Gosse. According to Pyles, Gosse was familiar with 26 Canadian
butterflies, 43 Canadian moths, in addition to a variety of beetles,
true bugs, flies, etc. He presents a list of Gosse's Lepidoptera with
their present names. Pyles believed that the entomogical pages of the
Canadian Naturalist were the weakest part of the book and that if
Gosse had taken more pains with his identifications and had had a
little more knowledge, his book would have taken its place along
with such classics as the Natural History of Selborne, and Kirby and
Spence's Entomology.
Back in London, Gosse opened a small school in the suburbs and
lived precariously until 1843, when he wrote and sold his Introduction to Zoology. At the age then of thirty-three, he began to attract
attention in the scientific world. The British Museum employed him
to collect new birds and insects in the tropics, and in October 1844,
he sailed for Jamaica. Arriving there, he lived at Bluefields for
eighteen months, collecting and sending home during that time
zoological animals of all descriptions. He returned to England in
1846, where he remained for the balance of his life. Early in 1847,
his Birds of Jamaica was published, and in 1849 a folio of splendid
plates appeared. He married in 1848 Miss Emily Bowes, and in 1849
his only child, Edmund, was born. The best written of his books
appeared in 1851, A Naturalists' Sojourn in Jamaica. In this he was
helped by Richard Hill, of Spanish Town. His later activities
included the writing of books on the Antiquities of Assyria, A
Naturalist's Rambles on the Devonshire Coast, and various ones on
marine life.
Illness and the death of his wife in 1857 made parts of his life
difficult. In his two volumes, Life and Omphalos, published in 1857,
at a time when evolution was being publicly discussed, Gosse
attempted to meet the difficulties of animal development in a
conciliatory manner, and his books were not well received. This
depressed him and he left London to live in St. Marychurch. From
speculation, he turned to independent observation, and the result was
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his important contribution to knowledge, Actinologia Brittanica, an
elaborate and profusely illustrated work on sea-anemones. His
Romance of Natural History was frequently reprinted. In 1860 he
was married again, to Miss Eliza Brightwen, of Saffron Walden, and
the remainder of his life was devoted to various works on natural
history, religion, etc. He died August 23, 1888, in his seventy-ninth
year, at his home in St. Marychurch.
MONTREAL NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY
The Montreal Natural History Society was organized in 1827 by
a number of English and French citizens, among the latter of which
was the Honorable Toussaint Pothier, a fur-trader and proprietor of
many seignories. These citizens were interested in science and in
acquiring scientific knowledge and to achieve these ends they
decided to organize and to form a museum and a library. In 1832,
the Society was incorporated. The rooms first occupied by the
Society were small, and within a few years it was able to obtain a
large building on Little St. James Street, which was fitted up to
contain a lecture room, museum and library. Eventually this building
became too small and a new building of white bricks was erected in
1858 at University and Cathcart streets. The museum contained birds,
reptiles, quadrupeds, mineralogical and geological specimens, fishes,
corals, etc., and the walls were hung with paintings, Indian and other
dresses, paper money, coins, medals, Egyptian and other antiquities.
If it did not include insects in the early years, this omission was
corrected later.
J. WILLIAM DAWSON (1820-1900)
In 1849,1. W. Dawson communicated to the Academy of Natural
Sciences of Philadelphia a notice relative to the wheat midge in Nova
Scotia. This was printed in their Proceedings (Vol. 4, pp. 210-211),
and stated that the wheat midge had, within the last four or five
years, extended its ravages to Nova Scotia. In addition, Dawson said
that the females agreed, in their characters, with the figures and
description of the European Cecidomyia tritici (Curtis, Jour. Agric.
Soc. England), and gave his own observations on the habits of the
species, its injury, and the dates· when noticed.
Many years later, 1864, 1. W. D. had a note in the Canadian
Naturalist and Geologist (Vol. 1, No.1, Feb. 1864, p. 64), relating
to the maple-leaf cutter, an insect whose larva borrowed in maple
leaves cutting out circular pieces to protect itself while eating the
parenchyma of the leaf. The species was identified as Ornix
acerifoliella Fitch, well known in New York, where it was ordinarily
not destructive, and was reported by the Rev. Mr. Constabell of
Clarenceville. Sir J. William Dawson was born at Pictou, Nova
Scotia, October 13, 1820. While at school in Pictou he developed a
liking for natural science and made a large collection of fossil plants
from Nova Scotia coal measures. Later he studied at the University
of Edinburgh. Two years after his return to Nova Scotia in 1847, he
gave a course of lectures in Halifax on natural history subjects, in
connection with Dalhousie Colleges, and he also organized classes
for practical work in mineralogy and paleontology. In 1850, when
only thirty years of age, he was appointed Superintendent of
Education for Nova Scotia. In 1855, he was made principal of
McGill College and assigned to the chair of natural history. In 1856,
he received the degree M.A, and in 1844, LL.D., both from the
University of Edinburgh. At one time he was one of a committee that
conducted the Canadian Naturalist and Geologist. He died at
Montreal, November 19, in his eightieth year.
JOURNALS
"The Naturalists' Calendar" series of papers started by Mr.
William Couper in the Canadian Journal of Industry, Science and
Art, in 1853 (Vol. 2, No.1, April) mentioned the dates of the
appearance in the spring and early summer, in Toronto, of various
moths, butterflies, etc. In the April 1854 issue of the same journal,
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Dr. Thomas Cottle of Woodstock, under the title "On some of the
Canadian Saturnidae [sic], and suggestions on the possibility of using
their silk for textile purposes," described four large emperor moths
found in Canada and proposed that experimental work should be
done to determine the possibility of obtaining commercial silk from
their cocoons.
In the Canadian Journal for April, 1855, (Vol. 3), Mr. Couper
began to describe Canadian Coleoptera, and subsequently his
descriptions totaled 142 species. At the same time, Professor H. Croft
and Mr. F. H. Ibbotson, assistant Commissary General of Montreal,
gave a list of their captures.
The Hessian fly reached Lower Canada in 1816 and the wheat
midge in 1828. Both continued to increase and spread with resulting
damage to the wheat fields. In August 1856, official notice was taken
of them. At that time the Bureau of Agriculture for Upper and Lower
Canada offered prizes of £40, £25, and £15 "for the best essays,
respectively, on the origin, nature and habits, - and the history of
the progress from time to time, - and the cause of the progress, of the weevil, Hessian-fly, midge, and such other insects as have
made ravages on the wheat crops in Canada; and on such diseases as
the wheat crops have been subjected to, and on the best means of
evading or guarding against them."
In the following April, twenty-two essays were submitted, and
Professor H. Y. Hind, of Trinity College, Toronto, was awarded the
first prize. The second prize went to the Rev. George Hill, rector of
Markham. The Department printed Professor Hind's essay and gave
it wide distribution.
The Canadian Naturalist and Geologist began in 1856 and
according to page two of the cover of Volume 2, No.1, March,
1857, it was managed by a committee of six appointed by the
Natural History Society of Montreal. The members of this committee
were J. W. Dawson, AM., EG.S., Principal of McGill College; T.
Sterry Hunt, AM., Chemist to the Geological Survey of Canada; E.
Billings, Palaeontologist to the Geological Survey of Canada; David
Allan Poe; W. H. Hingston, M.D., and James Barnston. The first
cover page of four numbers of Volume 2 carried an illustration of an
insect, the mourning cloak butterfly, a Calosoma beetle, and a Pieris.
Sometimes the proceedings of the Natural History Society of
Montreal appeared in its pages, and quite frequently, entomological
articles.
In Volume 1, September 1856, (pp. 307-312). there were articles
on the Hessian fly, wheat midge and joint worm, from Harris's
Treatise, and from the Report of the U. S. Commissioner of Patents
for 1854. On account of the recent appearance of the "fly" in Upper
Canada, it was thought that the accounts would be timely. The same
volume (pp. 260-75) carried a paper entitled "On the Metamorphosis
of Insects" from Kirby and Spence's Introduction to Entomology. In
Volume 1, January 1857 (pp. 450-457), there was reprinted from the
Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society of England, a paper on
"The Enemies of the Wheat Fly" by John Curtis. And in the same
year, 1857, as previously noted, Professor Hind's prize-winning
"Essay on the insects and diseases injurious to wheat crops" was
published in Toronto. In addition, the early numbers carried some
references to the published findings of English and American
entomologists.
WILLIAM COUPER (? -1890)
One of the pioneer entomologists of Canada was William
Couper. In 1857, he wrote for the Canadian Naturalist and Geologist
(Vol. 2, No.1, pp. 40-47) "Notes on the Distribution of Insects,
&c.," in which he mentioned the geographical distribution of many
species, especially Coleoptera, and in which he dealt with various
means of dispersal. Wollaston, Doctor LeConte of Philadelphia, and
Haldeman were cited. Another article of his in No.2 (pp. 101-106)
of the same journal was entitled "Instructions for Collecting and
Preserving Insects." At this period the killing bottle was made
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effective by spirits of wine or by good alcohol being poured in a
bottle half full of sawdust. At this time Couper wrote that with one
or two exceptions, the collections of Canadian Coleoptera were either
local or composed of captures within certain limits and that a
thoroughly Canadian collection could not be established until the
collectors came to some agreement for the exchange of duplicates.
The same was true with respect to Lepidoptera, this order being more
neglected than the Coleoptera. Couper said that he did not know of
one good collection in the Province. As for the Hymenoptera and
Diptera, these too were neglected. General directions were given for
finding specimens of Coleoptera and Lepidoptera.
In No.6, December 1857, page 3 of the cover of the Canadian
Naturalist and Geologist, there is an advertisement to the effect that
William Couper is the successor to the late George Hadgraft,
Naturalist, and that he is prepared to execute orders for preserving
and stuffing specimens of natural history to imitate life. He offers to
supply museums with the skins of American birds and with the eggs
and skins of Canadian birds. A later advertisement gives his address
as 9 Carleton Street, Toronto, 1859, and a still later one (December,
1859) as 75 St. Paul Street, Quebec, L.c.
In the Canadian Naturalist and Geologist for February 1858
(Vol. 3, pp. 24-25), Couper started a series of articles under
"Entomology, No.1." In his first paper he devoted two pages to the
idea that the knowledge of entomologists is useless unless it is made
available to others. In his second paper, which apparently ended the
series (Vol. 3, June 1858, pp. 177-182), he wrote a paper for
collectors dealing with various specimens which he had captured. In
1862, in the same journal, he wrote "On the destruction of apple
trees by Saperda candida in districts surrounding Quebec," in which
he mentioned the habits of the beetle, its ravages, and means of
control, all accompanied by illustrations showing the adult, larvae,
and infested branches.
In 1863, the Entomological Society of Philadelphia published in
its Proceedings (Vol. 1, pp. 370-72), Couper's paper on the "Importance of Insect Architecture to Entomologists." This is a general
paper, covering galls, tubes of caddis-fly larvae, wasp nests, cocoons,
etc., of which he had a collection of 6,000 specimens. His remarks
on tent-building ants occupy the next two pages of the Proceedings
(Vol. 1, pp. 373-374).
Couper's entomological interests were not restricted, and he did
not confine himself to one group to the exclusion of everything else.
He wrote in 1864 "On the Larva of Attacus polyphemus" (Canad.
Nat. & Geol., n.s., Vol. 1, No.5, Oct., pp. 376-377), describing his
capture of two caterpillars, their feeding, spinning, etc., and his
surprise upon finding them feeding on sweet briar. In No. 6 of the
same publication (Dec. 1864, pp. 444-446), he published "On a gallproducing Hymenoptera reared from Triticum repens Linn.," which
he identified as Eurytoma julvipes Fitch, although Baron OstenSacken would not venture more than the generic name. A few life
history notes are given and further study is urged. In 1865, he wrote
a description of the male of "Alypia langtonii" (Canad. Nat. & Geo!.,
n.s., Vol. 2, No.6, Dec. 1865, pp. 460-461); "Canadian Insect
Architecture," (Canad. Nat. & Geo!., n.s., Vol. 3, No.6, pp 461465), a general account of the nest of Eumenidae, the work of mason
bees, wasp cells, and eggs of a geometrid moth, with several
illustrations by Geo. Jno. Bowles; "Descriptions of New Species of
Canadian Coleoptera" (Canad. Nat. & Geo!., n.s., Vol. 3, No.1, Feb.
1865, pp. 60-63), in which eleven species are described; "Description
of a New Species of Alypia," this being the female.
Couper's earliest published entomological writings were probably
those that appeared in The Canadian Journal, a Repertory of
Industry, Science and Art, previously mentioned, which made its
initial appearance in Toronto with the issue of August 1852. To
Volume 3, 1855, (pp. 324-325), Couper contributed "Coleoptera
Collected in Canada," a list of 12 species with short descriptions;
"Canadian Coleoptera in the Collection of Fred. H. Ibbetson,
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Assistant Commissary General, Montreal" (Vol. 3, 1855, pp. 325327), a list of 125 species and varieties arranged according to
Melsheimer's Catalogue; "Vermes in Grasshoppers" (Vol. 3, 1855,
pp. 355-377), a short paper telling of the occurrence of what he
believed to be a species of Echinorhynchus; and "Coleoptera
Collected in Canada" (Vol. 3, Nov. 1855, p. 376), in which 12
species appear together with brief descriptions.
In the interesting and detailed account of William Couper by
James L. Baillie, Jr. (Canad. Field Nat., Nov. 1929, pp. 169-176), it
is stated that he came to Canada in 1842 from England and settled
in Toronto, where he worked as a journeyman printer in the Globe
office. Couper collected in all orders and was particularly interested
in the distribution of Coleoptera during the early period of his
entomological activities. At this time, books were scarce and
systematists few. In the autumn of 1852, Couper prepared a collection of insects and insect architecture which was exhibited at the
Provincial Fair, held at Toronto. In 1863, he published three
naturalists' calendars for the Toronto area, recording the first
appearances of various butterflies, moths, birds, dates on the ripening
of wild fruits, notes on mammals, reptiles, etc. In 1855, he was
elected to membership in the Canadian Institute (established in 1849)
and by 1859 he had given up his trade and appeared as a naturalist,
entomologist, and dealer in artificial eyes. In 1857, the museum of
McGill College acquired Couper's collection of Toronto insects,
which included 2,400 specimens in which there were 700 species of
beetles. As early as 1855, he was a corresponding member of the
Natural History Society of Montreal and in 1856 of the Literary and
Historical Society of Quebec. In 1859, the latter part of the year, he
was living in Quebec, and during his residence there he continued his
collecting activities and published the results of his studies, as
already noted. In 1862, he was a corresponding member of the
Entomological Society of Philadelphia. In 1864, he was a member of
the commiittee on insect architecture and in 1865 of the committee
on Coleoptera and Diptera of the Entomological Society of Canada.
In this latter year, he was made curator of the Quebec branch of the
Society. In 1868, Couper was living in Ottawa, in 1871 in Montreal,
in 1884 in New York state, at 114 Fourth Street, Troy, at his son's
house where he is supposed to have died about 1890.
In 1864-65, he published his "List of Coleoptera taken at Quebec
and other parts of Lower Canada" in the Transactions of the Literary
and Historical Society, in which he described 13 species new to
science. His later activities involved the collection of birds eggs
along the north shore of the Gulf of St. Lawrence, the publication of
his results the contribution of articles to the Canadian Entomologist,
during the first and later years of its existence, an interest in spiders,
more collecting trips to the north shore of the Gulf of St. Lawrence,
correspondence with various entomologists and naturalists, articles on
the fishes, mammals and birds of Canada, the organization of the
Montreal branch of the Entomological Society of Ontario, the
exhibition of specimens, the collection and sale of specimens, the
editing of the Transactions of the Ottawa Field-Naturalists Club,
etc., etc. He was an all-around and fully informed naturalist, and as
one of the earliest observers and writers on insects in Canada, he
added much to the store of knowledge of that country.
MORE JOURNALS
Mr. E. W. Billings in 1857 supplied an article entitled "Notes on
the Natural History of the Mountain of Montreal" to the Canadian
Naturalist and Geologist (Vol. 2, pp. 92-101), in which he referred
to a few species of birds, Lepidoptera and shells. He mentioned
Vanessa antiopa and Arctia isabella and included some records of
collectors of V. antiopa in England.
In 1862, William Hincks thought that by publishing fragmentary
portions of a provisional Fauna Canadensis, the cultivation of the
zoological sciences in Canada would be stimulated, and that the
accumulation of such material would be helpful to future workers.
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Accordingly, he published in the Canadian Journal for that year
(n.s., Vol. 7, pp. 446-461; pp. 484-502) a paper entitled "Materials
for a Fauna Canadensis," and started with the Neuroptera to illustrate
his proposal, giving a synopsis of the Canadian Neuroptera, a key to
the families, an analysis of one family into subfamilies, another into
genera, keys to several genera, and descriptions of several species
found in Canada and in parts of the United States. The whole paper
was an introduction to the classification of the Neuroptera. It
appeared in two parts, the first devoted to dragon flies and the
second to' caddis flies. Hincks was undoubtedly influenced by
Hagen's work on the Neuroptera.
In 1863, William Saunders, in pursuance of the suggestion made
by Professor Hincks, published in the Canadian Journal (Vol. 8, pp.
349-377) a "Synopsis of Canadian Arctiadae [sic], including some
Additional Species likely to Occur in Canada." This was accompanied in the same year by a paper by Charles J. S. Bethune (Vol. 8,
pp. 1-16) on "Descriptions of some Species of Nocturnal Lepidoptera
found in Canada" and in 1865 (Vol. 10, pp. 247-260) by another
paper called "Nocturnal Lepidoptera Found in Canada" by the same
author.
At this time books on natural history, especially for the use of
beginners, were scarce and many amateur entomologists and
collectors had no access whatever to published writings that would
help them.
William Stewart M. d'Urban sub-curator of the Montreal Natural
History Society, contributed in 1857 a lengthy paper to the Canadian
Naturalist and Geologist (Vol. 2, July 1857, No.3, pp, 161-170)
called "Notes on Insects now injuring Crops in the vicinity of
Montreal." He dealt mainly with cutworms and wireworms, mostly
the former, although Calosoma calidum and the turnip beetle (Haltica
sp.) are noted. For control, he recommended the digging of holes so
that the cutworms would fall into them at night, the construction of
a deep trench around a field, and the digging and destruction of them
by hand. In the same issue (Vol. 2, July 1857, p, 227), d'Urban had
a note on Calosoma cali~um illustrated by a figure so that "nonentomologists" could recognize this useful species. The Canadian
Naturalist and Geologist in 1857 and 1858 carried a series of papers
under the general title, "On the order Lepidoptera, with the description of two species of Canadian Butterflies (Vol. 2, pp. 215-226; pp.
310-318; pp. 346-355; vol. 3, pp. 346-351; pp. 410-419). The first is
an elementary systematic paper mostly on the family Papilionidae
and genus Papilio. The second is a continuation of the subject,
entitled "Descriptions of four species of Canadian Butterflies." The
third part describes four species of Canadian butterflies, and the
fourth, two species. The fifth is called "Description of a Canadian
Butterfly and some remarks on the Genus Papilio." This last paper
is signed William Stewart M. d'Urban, and apparently, he was the
author of the series. The descriptions are not those of new species.
Black and white illustrations accompany three of the papers.
In the December 1858, issue of the Canadian Naturalist and
Geologist (p. 417), d'Urban criticized the work of E. Emmons,
"Insects of the State of New York" (Vol. 5, of Agric. of N. Y.,
Albany, 1854, $7.50), saying that it was inaccurate and that the
figures were so badly done as to make it of little value to entomologists. However, he thought that as it contained figures and descriptions of some Canadian butterflies, it might be of some value to a
beginner in helping him to name his specimens.
Three more papers by d'Urban were published in the Canadian
Naturalist and Geologist previous to 1865. One was his "A Systematic List of Coleoptera found in the Vicinity of Montreal" (Vol. 4,
1859, pp. 307-320; and continued on pages 494-496). This was the
result of two season's collecting, and Dr. J. L. LeConte named a
large number for him. Dates, habitats and other notes are given.
Another was his "A Systematic List of Lepidoptera collected in the
vicinity of Montreal" (Vol. 5, pp. 241-266, 1860). This paper was
dated January 4, 1860, Exeter, Devonshire. Upon his arrival in
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England in the autumn of 1859, d'Urban placed his Canadian
Lepidoptera before Mr. Francis Walker, who named them and
described the new species. This material d'Urban published in his
"List." The third paper was entitled "Catalogue of Coleoptera
Collected by George Barnston, Esq., of the Hon. Hudson's Bay
Company, in the Hudson's Bay Territory" (Vol. 5, pp. 227-229,
1860). In the opening note, d'Urban, from Montreal, June 2, 1859,
wrote that as Doctor LeConte had expressed a wish to examine any
Coleoptera from the Hudson's Bay Territories, Mr. Barnston placed
his collection in his (d'Urban's) hands for transmission to Philadelphia. Doctor LeConte furnished d'Urban with the list as presented.
George Gibb, M.D., M.A., F.G.S., member of the Canadian
Institute, presented to the Natural History Society of Montreal, a
paper "On the Generation of Sounds by Canadian Insects" that was
published in 1859 in the Canadian Naturalist and Geologist (Vol. 4,
No.2, pp. 121-130). It was a general article covering cicadas,
crickets, locusts, the "death-watch," Lepidoptera, etc., and of a type
that one would expect a teacher to present to a class.
Entomological publications by Canadian authors were scarce at
this time. In William Sharswood's, Bibliographica liborum Entomologicorum, published in Linnaea Entomologica, Leipzig, Germany, in
1860, papers by only four Canadian authors are listed - E. Billings
William Couper, W. S. d'Urban and George Gibb. Apparently there
were no others.
In 1861, D. W. Beadle, of St. Catherine's, C. W., published in
the Canadian Naturalist and Geologist (Vol. 6, pp. 383-387) his
paper, "List of Coleopterous Insects Collected in the County of
Lincoln, C. W.," the specimens having been named by Dr. John
LeConte. On the second cover page of the April 19, 1862 issue of
the Canadian Naturalist and Geologist, there is a notice signed C. 1.
S. B., saying that he is preparing with the help of William Saunders
of London, C. W., a list of all persons who study entomology in
Canada, or who collect Canadian insects. The list was to be published in the Canadian Naturalist and both C. 1. S. B. and Mr.
Saunders wanted the names of the groups in which each person was
interested. C. J. S. B. was, of course, the well-known Rev. Charles
J. S. Bethune of Cobourg, C. W.
In the next number of the Canadian Naturalist, for June 1862,
there was a "List of Entomologists in Canada" by C. J. S. Bethune,
who stated that it was larger than anticipated and who suggested a
club with meetings once or twice a year, at some central place. A list
of thirty-six names and addresses followed, and all orders of insects
were represented.
On the evening of Friday, September 26, 1862, nine or ten
entomologists met at the home of Prof. H. Croft, of Toronto, but it
was decided that owing to the small number present, a definite
organization should not yet be formed, and that another meeting
should be held during the coming spring. However, it was agreed·
that the objects of the society should be a complete collection of
Canadian insects, to be kept in some central place for reference and
study, and a depository of duplicate specimens for exchange and·
distribution among the members, and furthermore, regular meetings
for mutual information and the advancement of science.,
Professor Croft's collection was then examined. He collected in
all orders, especially Hymenoptera and Coleontera, and his beetle
collection was the finest in the province. Professor Morris exhibited
a number of rare specimens of Lepidoptera at this meeting. Professor
Beverley R. Morris, M.D., who collected in all orders, especially
Coleoptera and Lepidoptera, was connected with the Institution for
Deaf and Dumb and the Blind, 490 Queen St., Toronto. Mr. Saunders
and Mr. Bethune were present, and Mr. Saunders, whose insect
collection had taken the first prize at a recent Provincial Exhibition,
exhibited rare specimens of Lepidoptera. Other members exhibited
specimens also, mainly Coleoptera and Lepidoptera.
On Thursday, April 16, 1863, a meeting was held in the library
of the Canadian Institute for the purpose of forming a society. Nine
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were present. Professor Hincks, who taught botany and zoology at
the University of Toronto was elected temporary chairman, and
Bethune, secretary protem. Letters were read from a number who
could not attend, but who promised their support. Resolutions were
then adopted agreeing that the Entomological Society of Canada
should be formed, that the officers were to consist of a president, a
secretary-treasurer, and a curator, each to be elected annually, that
dues would be two dollars in advance, that application be made to
the Canadian Institute for a meeting room, that two separate
collections be formed, a general one to be the property of the
Canadian Institute and a duplicate one, to be the property of the
society and to consist of surplus specimens, for exchange purposes,
under the supervision of the curator, that meetings be held at 3.00
p.m., on the first Tuesday of each month.
Professor Croft was elected president, Mr. William Saunders,
secretary-treasurer, and Mr. J. Hubbert, curator. Mr. Bethune then
read a paper on "Insect Life in Canada, March and April," and Mr.
Saunders read "It Synopsis of Canadian Arctiidae." Following this,
various specimens were exhibited. Those present were the Rev. Prof.
W. Hincks, F.L.S., Prof. H. Croft, D.C.L., who taught chemistry at
the University of Toronto, Beverley R. Morris, M.D., J. H. Sangster,
AM., principal of the Normal School, Toronto. J. Hubbert, of Knox's
College, Toronto, who was especially interested in the Diptera and
Neuroptera, Thomas Cowdry, M.D., and his son, H. Cowdry, both of
York Mills, County of York, C. W., the Rev. C. 1. S. Bethune, M.
A Cobourg, and W. Saunders, of London. Dr. Beverly R. Morris
later returned to England where he edited a popular magazine of
natural history.
At the December 8, 1863, meeting, various donations were
received and a letter from Mr. Saunders was read relative to the
practicability of publishing a catalogue of all known Canadian
insects. After some discussion, it was decided that the society take
immediate steps to prepare and publish catalogues of the Coleoptera
and Lepidoptera, these to be followed by catalogues of other orders
as soon as possible. Committees were named for this work.
The specimens of Orthoptera collected by Samuel H. Scudder
during a canoe trip in the summer of 1860 from the Red River
settlements to The Pas on the Saskatchewan River and during a few
days' stay at Fort Garry were set forth under the title "List of
Orthoptera collected on a trip from Assimoboia to Cumberland" by
Samuel Scudder and published in the Canadian Naturalist and
Geologist in 1862 (Vol. 7, pp. 283-288). The trip extended over the
exact route taken by Sir John Richardson when he made the
collections forming the basis of Kirby's work on the "Insects of
Boreal America." Scudder collected the few species described by
Kirby, and thus brought Kirby's species out of obscurity.
Under the title "An Entomological Grave Digger," Vincent
Clementi B. A Cantab, in a letter in 1862 to the editor of the
Canadian Naturalist (Vol. 7, pp. 317-319), described the work and
activities of one of the fossorial wasps, or sand wasps. He did not
send specimens, so that its identity could not be specifically
determined. The Rev. Vincent Clementi's name occurs in Bethune's
list of Canadian entomologists, from Peterboro, C. W. and he was
interested in Coleoptera and Lepidoptera.
On November 24, 1862, E. Billings. EG.S., read before the
Natural History Society of Montreal a paper on "Notes on some of
the habits of the pine-boring beetles of the genus Monohammus."
This was printed in 1862 in the Canadian Naturalist and Geologist
(V 01. 7, pp. 430-438). Billings spoke of the value of Canadian forests
and of the necessity for the study of insects. The paper is an
economic one and only four species were known in that genus from
Canada. Billings noted the habits, damage, etc., and said that
although it seemed almost impossible to protect forests against
insects, no one knew. What might be achieved by close study.
In 1863, Robert Paterson, M.D., published an article "On
Ailanthine. The silk yielded by the Saturnia or Bombyx cynthia, with
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Remarks on the Ailanthus glandulosa or False Varnish Tree of
China" (Canad. Nat. and Geol., Vol. 8, pp. 260-268), which he had
read before the Botanical Society of Canada January 26 of that year.
At a meeting of the Quebec Branch of the Entomological Society of
Canada held July 7, 1864, Mr. G. J. Bowles read a paper "On the
Occurrence of Pieris rapae in Canada" (Canad. Nat. and Geol. n.s.,
Vol. I, pp. 258-262). He had captured specimens in the summer of
1863 in the vicinity of Quebec, and Mr. Saunders had identified
them. Mr. Bowles speculated as to how it had reached Canada,
described the adult male and the larvae and referred to its parasites.
Mr. Bowles was secretary of the Quebec Branch. The first annual
meeting of this branch was held January 5, 1865, in the evening, in
the rooms of the Literary and Horticultural Society. Mr. F. 1. S. Dore
presided. After donations were announced, various specimens were
exhibited. The founders of this society were in favor of uniting with
the Entomological Society of Canada at Toronto rather than having
a distinct organization, and the proposals they made to Toronto were
accepted. At the time of this meeting, the Quebec Branch had ten
members. The president was F. 1. S. Dore; vice president, Abbe
Brunet, professor of botany at Laval University; secretary-treasurer,
G. J. Bowles; curator, W. Couper; members of the council, R. H.
Browne, A L. Russell and G. C. Gibsone.
The last paper to be mentioned in this account is "Descriptions
of three new species of Canadian nocturnal Lepidoptera," by C. J. S.
Bethune. This was published in 1865 in the Proceedings of the
Entomological Society of Philadelphia.
WILLIAM SAUNDERS (1836-1914)
W. Saunders in 1862 (Canadian Nat. and Geol., Vol. 7, pp. 130132) published a "List of the Diurnal Lepidoptera collected (unless
otherwise noted) in the immediate vicinity of London, C. W.," and
appended notes as to their abundance. During the same year the
author sent a new paper "On some hitherto undescribed Lepidopterous larvae" to the Proceedings of the Entomological Society of
Philadelphia (Vol. 2, pp. 28-30). In this he described the larvae of
Arctia americana, Catocola, Plusia, etc., and mentioned their food
plants. In 1863, Saunders described two new species of Arctiidae
(Proc. Ent. Soc. Phila. vol. 2, pp. 59-60). He had just started his
entomological career at this time and after 1865, many papers on the
Lepidoptera came from his pen.
William Saunders accomplished much in spite of the few
opportunities he had for a liberal education. He was born in Crediton,
Devonshire, England, June 16, 1836, and came to Canada with his
parents when he was twelve years old. He was able to obtain a
technical training in chemistry, and in view of this he started in
business in London, Ontario, as a retail druggist. His liking for
nature led to the collection of plants and insects, and eventually he
became an enthusiastic student of botany and entomology. His
activity and care in preparing fluid extracts from medicinal plants,
readily obtainable, led finally to the establishment of a paying
wholesale and retail business. When he became Director of the
Experimental Farms of the Dominion, as he did years later, his
business was transferred to his sons. He was also interested in fruit
growing and had a farm of his own near the city. For many years he
was a director of the Ontario Fruit Growers' Association, and from
1882 to 1885, its president. On August 1, 1857, he married Sarah
Agnes of London, Ontario. His death took place September 13,1914,
after an illness of two years. Doctor Saunders belonged to many
scientific societies in the United States and Canada, and during his
later years he received many distinctions and honors. His notable
book Insects Injurious to Fruits was published in Philadelphia, Pa.,
1883. In 1868, Doctor Saunders and C. J. S. Bethune began the
publication of the Canadian Entomologist. He led a busy, useful and
active life.
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GEORGE JOHN BOWLES (1837-1888)
George John Bowles whose name has been mentioned several
times, was for many years an active and valued member of the
Entomological Society of Ontario and an able contributor to the
magazine and annual report. He was born in Quebec on June 14,
1837, being the oldest son of John Bowles, a tradesman. His family
in 1844 moved to Three Rivers in the Province of Quebec and lived
there seven years, returning to Quebec in 1851. Bowles' formal
school education was finished by studies at the Three Rivers
Academy. For nineteen years he was a bank clerk in Quebec,
eventually becoming assistant cashier.
It was not until about 1863 that he became interested in
entomology and in this he was helped by Professor Saunders and Mr.
William Couper. Between 1863 and 1872 much of his spare time was
devoted to collecting Lepidoptera in the vicinity of Quebec and in
studying the injurious insects of the locality. His papers were
published chiefly in the Canadian Naturalist and Geologist, the
reports of the Montreal Horticultural Society, and in the Canadian
Entomologist.
In 1872, he moved to Montreal to become secretary:treasurer of
the British American Bank-Note Company, a position he held until
his death. His cabinet of insects was transferred to the museum of
McGill University.
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CHAPTER XII
ENTOMOLOGY IN EUROPE
DURING THE PIONEER CENTURY IN AMERICA
The development of entomology during the period covered by
this book parallels somewhat the economic development of the
country. The earliest settlers were conquering the country and living
on the natural food resources of the Atlantic Coastal Plain as best
they could. In the midst of game and wild products of the earth they
were frequently close to starvation, as they were too civilized to live
like the Indians. At such a time, insects interested them only when
certain species became annoying or troublesome.
As the settlers became more numerous, as agriculture developed,
as explorers increased, the entomological fauna slowly became
known and economic insect pests forced their attentions upon the
planters. Many Europeans were interested in American insects, and
numerous were the specimens sent to Europe by settlers and by
explorers who came here to collect specimens of natural history. In
1687, the population of the settlements was small. Boston, Philadelphia and New York were the centers of internal trade, and by 1700
Boston had approximately 7,000 inhabitants, Philadelphia, about
5,000, and New York, less than 4,500. By 1763, the colonists,
hampered by almost constant warfare with the Indians, had succeeded
in clearing and settling a strip of Coastal Plain, about one hundred
miles wide. Following the Treaty of Paris in 1763, which removed
the French and Indian menace, pioneers quickly moved outward into
Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont, and after the Revolution
immigration continued into northern New England until by 1812
nearly all the farming land had been taken up. Meanwhile, settlers
from New England had been moving to western New York, and from
the older settlements of Pennsylvania the stream moved over the
Alleghenies and into the valleys of Ohio. During such times,
entomology was relatively unimportant, except for a few troublesome
species that were prevalent in the older farming communities. With
the growth of agriculture, there was the birth of agricultural societies
and eventually these societies were forced to consider insect pests as
well as soil fertility, crop adaptation, and other agricultural matters.
Through these societies, knowledge was received and spread, and in
many cases new work was supported and encouraged. Their
transactions and memoirs dealt with observations and experiments.
Frequently premiums were offered for methods of destroying insect
pests, new methods of soil improvement, etc. Encouraged by state
funds, county societies were established for a short time and then
declined under a period of state aid, and then, beginning about 1835
to 1840, state legislatures were appealed to on all sides for appropriations for county societies, for establishing state boards of agriculture,
for agricultural schools, for crop bounties, for surveys, and for
studying injurious insects. So along with other things, entomology
slowly developed.
The type of entomology prevalent at different periods and its
slow development along different avenues is brought out in the
previous chapters and there is no need to summarize or to repeat
what has been said. However, the Americanization of entomology
began with the activities of Thomas Say and gradually developed
with the advent of other American workers. While America was
going through the labor of entomological development, the science
was operating on a comparatively high level in Europe, and had it
not been for men like Say and his followers, this country, so far as
entomology is concerned, would have followed European standards
of thought much longer than it did.
During the time that travelers in America were making incidental
observations on insects, a revival of interest in science was taking
place in Europe (1550-1650) and we have such men as Edward
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Wotton, Thomas Mouffet, Conrad Gesner, Ulysses Aldrovandi, and
John Jonston repeating the statements of Aristotle, Pliny and others
instead of studying nature itself. In a strict sense these men were not
entomologists, but naturalists, because of their wider interests.
Nevertheless, they wrote about insects. Although the erudition of the
encyclopedists continued to be republished, the next century with its
lenses and microscopes saw the beginning of descriptive morphology,
of better classification and even of experimentation.
JOHN RAY PERIOD
The period of encyclopedic entomologists was followed by one
(1650-1750) known as the Ray Period, which included such investigators as Malpighi, Redi, Swammerdam, and Ray. These men were
original workers and did not follow the footsteps of the ancients.
During this period the beliefs of the past relative to the origin of
many of the smaller animals were exploded. To Swammerdam should
go the credit for founding our knowledge of the general anatomy of
insects. Malpighi was the author of the first published work on the
internal anatomy of insects, and Redi was the father of experimental
entomology. Although John Ray's influence 'was on zoology in
general, he and Francis Willoughby wrote Historia lnsectorum,
published in 1700, in which their classification was based largely
upon the work of Swammerdam. Ray was the first to define species
and to bring the conception into natural history.
To the Ray Period belongs Johann Goedart, who wrote a threevolume work on the metamorphoses and natural history of insects,
which, while fanciful in many places, contains good observations on
the habits of the Lepidoptera. Of this period also are Antony van
Leeuwenhoeck, and Robert Hooke, microscopists and improvers of
the compound microscope; Martin Lister, who wrote entomological
articles and translated or republished the works of Goedart, and Ray;
Maria Sibylla Merian, whose finely engraved, colored plates and her
enthusiasm in studying the insects of Dutch Guiana will always be
remembered; Eleazer Albin, who engraved and colored his own
plates for his Natural History of English Insects (1720); Antonio
Vallisnieri, the physician and naturalist of Padua, who, among other
things, proposed a classification of insects based upon habits; Johann
Leonhard Frisch, of Berlin, who wrote a valuable work in thirteen
parts (1720-38) containing matter relative to many common injurious
insects; Mark Catesby, whose work has been mentioned in detail on
previous pages; and lastly Rene Antoine Ferchault Reaumur, whose
work on the habits and metamorphoses of insects stands today as a
monument to the soundness of his views and as one of the most
important contributions ever made to the science of entomology.
Reaumur, with his embracing vision, his keenness of observation and
his conception of the importance of the study of insects, was one of
the great leaders of the past.
LINNAEAN PERIOD
Following the Ray period, we come to that of Linne and his
contemporaries, which is characterized by the establishment of a
binomial system of nomenclature instead of the old descriptive
phrases, and by fixed definitions of genera and species by Linne,
DeGeer, Schaeffer, Bonnet, Clerck and Scopoli. Linne was a born
systematist and his isolation developed independence and originality.
He devised new classifications and systematized the knowledge of
his predecessors. His system, based on a few external characters, was
recognized by him as artificial and provisional and was intended as
a move toward something better. In a speech delivered in 1743, he
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held that each species of animal originated from a single pair, and
cited as incontrovertible proof the Mosaic account of creation. In
comparison with present knowledge, his familiarity with the fauna of
the world was, of course, limited. In the tenth edition of his Systema
Naturae (1758), the binomial system was adopted. In this edition he
divided insects into the seven orders: Coleoptera, Hemiptera,
Lepidoptera, Neuroptera, Hymenoptera, Diptera, and Aptera. His
Coleoptera included the modem orders, plus Forficulida and Orthoptera; his Hemiptera, the Thysanoptera; and his Neuroptera, all the
modem orders of Ephemerida, Plecoptera, Isoptera, Corrodentia,
Platyptera, Neuroptera, Mecoptera, Trichoptera, and Odonata. In the
Aptera, he placed all insects without wings or elytra except the
female Mutillidae and included also all the arthropods which today
are classed as Arachnida and Myriapoda. In each order were a small
number of genera not arranged into families.
Linne recorded about 2,400 species of insects, the largest part of
which he described. Of the insects described by him, about 300 occur
in the United States, most of them having been described from
Europe and some from South America. From Ray and from the
scholastic system, Linne inherited the dogma of the separate creation
and objective reality of species, and this became strengthened as a
result of his observations. The resemblances between individuals of
a single species was thought to be due to descent from an original
pair. In later editions of his Systema, he held that "all the species of
one genus constituted at first (at the Creation) one species; they were
subsequently multiplied by hybrid generation, that is, by intercrossing
with other species."
Carl Alexander Clerck, who wrote several important papers on
insects and an illustrated work on spiders, used the binomial system
in 1757, one year earlier than Linne's 10th edition. Clerck was a
Swedish painter and a pupil of Linne. Another contemporary of
Linne was Benjamin Wilkes, whose works appeared from 1741 to
1773. He was the author of 120 copper plates, in color, of English
Lepidoptera, depicting their food plants and various stages of
development. Pierre Lyonet, an engraver and interpreting secretary
to the United Provinces (Holland), and Christian Sepp, a copperplate
engraver of Amsterdam, both wrote works on insects, the former in
1760, and the latter from 1762 on. In 1766 and 1778, Jacob Christian
Schaeffer's principal works appeared, both with numerous copperplates, the former being Elementia Entomologica and the latter leones
Insectorum circa Ratisbonam indigenorum.
Baron Carl DeGeer, the celebrated naturalist and entomologist,
was also a pupil of Linne. He was one of the first to study the life
histories of insects and he devised a system of classification based on
the wings and mouth parts of insects. About 20 species of American
beetles were described by him, and his entomological works appeared
under about twenty titles, the most important being his Memoirs pour
servir a l'histoire des Insectes, which appeared in Stockholm from
1752 to 1778. He was born in Finspang, Sweden, February 10, 1720,
and died in Stockholm, March 8, 1778.
Other noteworthy authors of entomological works during this
period were Charles Bonnet. Jean Antoine Scopoli, and Etienne
Louis Geoffroy, the last being the author of a system of classification
in which, in the Coleoptera, the number of tarsal joints was first
made use of as a means of separation. Bonnet should be remembered
for having discovered the continuing fertility of plant lice in the
absence of males. During the period under consideration, many of the
publications were illustrated by excellent and beautifully engraved
colored plates, which have never been surpassed.
1775 to 1825
Descriptive and systematic entomology flourished in Europe
during the fifty years from 1775 to 1825. Material was plentiful and
easy to collect, and systematic entomology was not intricate as it has
now become. Entomological societies were formed and journals
devoted to entomology appeared. The naming of insects went on
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apace. The pupils and followers of Linne were numerous and
included Eugen Johann C. Esper, who worked on the butterflies of
Europe and foreign countries; Johann Friedrich Wilhelm Herbst,
military chaplain in Berlin, whose works were popular and technical;
Carl Peter Thunberg, who succeeded Linne as professor of natural
history at Uppsala, and whose work was chiefly descriptive; Franz
von Paula Schrank, of Bavaria, whose work was general; Pieter
Cramer, an Amsterdam merchant who published 400 colored plates
of exotic butterflies; Francois Huber, well known for his work on
bees; George Wolfgang Franz Panzer, a Numberg physician, who
wrote Deutschlands Insecten (1793-1813) with colored illustrations
of each species; Jacob Hubner, an artist of Augsburg, who worked
on the Lepidoptera of Europe and foreign countries; Pierre Andre
Latreille, in Whose works published in Paris from 1802 to 1806,
families were first used as subdivisions of orders, and to whom we
an; indebted for a system of classification based on a combination of
characters - transformations, wings,. mouth parts - formerly
employed alone, and for excluding. Myriapods, Arachnida, and
Crustacea from the class Insecta; Lepelletier, who wrote generally
and on the Hymenoptera; Bracy Clark, an English veterinary surgeon,
who wrote on the Oestridae; Jacob Sturm, a Numberg physician who
published hundreds of colored copperplate illustrations of German
insects; Johann Carl Wilhelm Illiger, whose catalogues and entomological magazine are so well known; Johann C. T. Friedrich Klug, a
Berlin physician who wrote chiefly on the Hymenoptera; Johann
Ludwig Carl Gravenhorst of the University of Breslau, who was
interested in the parasitic Hymenoptera; Marchese Maximiliano
Spinola, of Genoa, who wrote descriptive papers in French and
Italian; Leon Dufour, a French physician, whose work was anatomical and descriptive; Johann Wilhelm Zetterstedt, professor in Lund,
interested in the Diptera; Ernst Freidrich Germar, founder of
Germar's Magazine; and so on.
Various species of American Diptera were named by Carl
Friedrich Fallen (1764-1830), the Swedish entomologist
and by the German entomologists, Johann Wilhelm Meigen (17631845) and Christian Rudolph Wilhelm Wiedemann (1770-1840).
JOHANN CHRISTIAN FABRICIUS (1745-1808)
In addition to the above mentioned entomologists, there are
others who deserve equal, if not more attention, on account of their
identification with American entomology. Johann Christian Fabricius,
for instance, next to Linne, described more of the common insects of
Europe than anyone else. He also described a large number from
North America and other parts of the world. He was born at
Tondem, Schleswig [now Germany], Denmark, January 7, 1745, and
died at Kiel [Germany], March 3, 1808. He was principally a
systematist and he devised a system of classification in which the
mouth parts were used to separate orders. Of his 13 orders, only one,
the Odonata, is recognized today. According to Essig (1931),
Fabricius named the first insect collected on the Pacific Coast, a
beetle, Carabus taedatus Fabr., supposed to have been taken by a
member of James Cook's third voyage at Unalaska.
GUILLAUME ANTOINE OLIVIER (1756-1814)
Guillaume Antoine Olivier, who was born in France in 1756 and
died in 1814, was the author of a great work on Coleoptera,
Entomologie ou Histoire Naturelle des Insects, which was published
in parts in Paris from 1789 to 1808. Some 300 species from North
America are cited in this work. Hom, in reviewing the American
species in Olivier's work in 1886, said that the vast majority of
American beetles had been previously described by Fabricius, Olivier
himself coming next in order, while a few are cited from Linne,
DeGeer, Drury, Swederus and Herbst.
WILLIAM KIRBY (1759-1850)
Mention should be made here of William Kirby, the father of
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entomology in England, who wrote, with William Spence, the first
popular work in English on insects, An Introduction to Entomology,
in 1815, and which was popular in America, too. Kirby corresponded
with such American entomologists as Peck, Say, and Harris, and
wrote many papers on entomology and described many of our insects
in the Fauna Boreali-Americana.
PIERRE FRANCOIS MARIE AUGUSTE DEJEAN (1780-1845)
Prior to 1824, many American species of Carabidae, including
California ones, were described by Pierre Francois Marie Auguste
Dejean, who was born in France in 1780 and died in 1845. A soldier
of fortune, aide-de-camp to Napoleon, an ardent collector, he finally
accumulated the greatest collection of Coleoptera in the world. In
1837, it numbered over 22,000 species. Eschscholtz worked with
Dejean in Paris, and after the death of Eschscholtz, Dejean used
Eschscholtz's names and descriptions, giving him full credit, but as
Dejean published the descriptions his name was given priority, and
it is his name that is attached to the North American species which
Eschscholtz collected in 1824.
1825 to 1865
During the nineteenth century, the number of entomologists
increased, and there was a corresponding increase in the number of
species described and in entomological literature. As this chapter is
designed to indicate only the general growth of entomology in
Europe in comparison with its rise in North America, it is necessary
to mention only those Europeans who were most active in describing
North American insects up to the middle of the 19th century.
Etienne Mulsant, who was born in France in 1797 and who died
in 1880, named many of our common on and introduced species of
Coccinellidae; on which family he was the world authority.
Carl Gustav von Mannerheim (1804-1854), the celebrated
entomologist and governor of Finland, when he worked up the
material in the museums of St. Petersburg, Dorpat, and Moscow,
described a large number of beetles from Alaska and California,
especially those collected by Eschscholtz, F. P. Wrangell,and others.
Jean Alphonse Boisduval (1799-1879), the famous French
lepidopterist, who also described many Coleoptera, named a number
of North American insects including many Lepidoptera collected by
Lorquin in California. In addition, be was the author of important
papers relating to North American entomology.
Hermann Loew, of Germany (1807-1379), one of the world's
greatest students of the Diptera, and his papers relating to North
America, have been already mentioned in connection with Baron
Osten-Sacken.
Herman Carl Conrad Burmeister (1807-1892), the noted German
entomologist, zoologist and paleontologist, described many native
and imported insects of North America and was a voluminous
contributor to all branches of natural history.
Achille Guenee (1809-1880), one of the outstanding students of
Lepidoptera in France and associated with de Villiers and Boisduval,
described a great many North American moths, many from California, collected by Lorquin for Boisduval, who gave them to Guenee.
Many moths of economic importance over the world, some of
which now occur in America, were described by Philipp Christoph
Zeller, the German student and world authority on Microlepidoptera.
Various western beetles, some taken in Alaska and northern
California by Russian scientists were described by the famous
Russian entomologist, Victor Ivanovich Motschulsky (1810-1871). In
1853, he came to the United States and visited New York, Niagara
Falls, Cincinnati, New Orleans, Georgia, Washington, Philadelphia
and Boston. He was interested in all phases of entomology and,
although he worked in other orders, his descriptions were chiefly of
beetles.
Michel Edmond de Selys-Longchamps (1813-1900), Belgian
political official and at one tine world authority on Odonata, named
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a number of neuropteroid insects from America, and he had one of
the finest collections of Neuroptera in the world.
Many species of North American beetles were named by Carl
Heinrich Boheman (1796-1868), a Swedish coleopterist who
specialized on the Chrysomelidae and Rhynchophora and who
assisted C. J. Schoenherr in the great work on Curculionidae. In
Paris, in 1805, there appeared Insectes recueillis en Afrique et en
Amerique . .. et dans les Etats Unis, pendant les Annees 1786-1797,
by A. M. F. J. Palisot de Beauvois. In this the localities are sometimes given as United States of America, Pennsylvania, Virginia,
Caroline du Sud.
An English book that probably circulated in this country was
Edward Newman's A familiar introduction to the History of Insects,
being a new and greatly improved edition of the Grammar of
Entomology" (London, 1841, 288 pages). The first edition appeared
in 1835 and in 1837 a second edition was announced, but it was
abandoned and the above edition was published in 1841. This was a
general book on entomology, intended for beginners.
VINCENT KOLLAR (1797-1860)
In 1840, Vincent Kollar's A Treatise on Insects injurious to
Gardeners, Foresters, & Farmers made its appearance in London,
with notes by J. O. Westwood. The book was translated from the
German by Jane and Mary Loudon. In the 1830's, the Royal
Agricultural Society of Vienna recommended to the government the
publication of a popular book on insects injurious to vegetation. The
work descended upon Vincent Kollar and Joseph Schmidberger, and
the book appeared under Kollar's name in 1837. Kollar was born in
Prussian Silesia in 1797 and died in 1860. At the age of twenty he
joined the Museum of Natural History in Vienna, and there spent the
rest of his active life, rising from the lowest position to the highest.
He was particularly interested in life histories and his book was
carefully written and sound, although practical methods of control
were absent. Trapping, hand picking, plowing, tobacco smoke for
aphids, the use of boiling. water, lye, cutting and burning are all
mentioned, The arrangement for the most part is on a host basis.
After its translation, Kollar's book circulated in the United States, and
even now copies may occasionally be purchased at second-hand
stores.
SUMMARY
Summarizing in a general way, it may be said that many of our
Lepidoptera were described by Hubner, Cramer, Madam Merian,
Boisduval, Herrich-Schaffer, Doubleday, Drury, Westwood, Guenee;
many of our Hymenoptera by St. Fargeau, Newman and Haliday, and
M. de Saussure; many of our Diptera by Desvoidy, Macquart,
Meigen, Wiedemann, Zetterstett, and Loew; many of our Coleoptera
by Aube, Bonelli, Erichson, Dalman, Dejean, IIIiger, Klug, Knoch,
Eschscholtz, Forster, Germar, Gravenhorst, Guerin, Hope, Lacordaire,
Newman, Motschulsky, Paykull, Schonherr, and Burmeister; many of
our Hemiptera by Fabricius, Linne, Burmeister, Amyot and Serville,
Dallas, Signoret, Stil.l, Herrich-Schaffer, Hahn and Haliday; many of
our Orthoptera by Serville and Burmeister; some of our Neuroptera
by Burmeister, de Selys-Longchamps, Pictet and Hagen; all in
addition to the general works by Europeans containing descriptions
of American insects, and in addition to the British Museum Catalogues.
Much more could be written of North American insects described
in Europe, of early collectors in North America, and of additional
European describers of North American insects, but enough has been
said to demonstrate the fact that it was a long while after Thomas
Say became active before Europeans ceased to describe North
American insects.
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ADDITIONS AND CORRECTIONS TO THE
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF BUTTERFLIES,
IN THE ATLAS OF NEOTROPICAL LEPIDOPTERA.
IV. COMPRISING MOSTLY WORKS PUBLISHED IN 1999
GERARDO LAMAS
Museo Nacional de Historia Natural, Aptdo. 14-0434, Lima, Peru
The third set of Additions and Corrections to the annotated
Bibliography of Butteiflies (Lamas, Robbins, and Field, 1995) in the
series Atlas of Neotropical Lepidoptera, Vol. 124, was published a
year ago (Lamas, 1999, Lepidoptera News 1999(3): 33-43). The 320
additional references included herein comprise mostly works
published in 1999, such as were recorded until August 30th, 2000.
In the Corrections section, rather than repeating whole bibliographic entries, I have used bold typeface to indicate corrections
made, which I hope will be self explanatory.
Olaf Mielke, Lazaro Roque, Julian Salazar, George Beccaloni
and Angel Viloria were particularly helpful in providing data on
publications omitted previously, and I am most grateful for their kind
interest and assistance. Rienk de Jong generously provided accurate
dates of publication for the different parts of Sepp's Surinaamsche
Vlinders... [1829-52].
ADDITIONS
Aborrezco, Panfilo
1995. Nuevos registros de mariposas para la cayeria noreste de Villa
Clara. Cocuyo 2: 8-9, 1 tab. (March) [general; Cuba]
Ackery, Phillip Ronald, Rienk de Jong and Richard Irwin VaneWright
1999. The Butterflies: Hedyloidea, Hesperioidea and Papilionoidea,
pp. 263-300, 9 figs. In: Kristensen, N. P. (Ed.), Lepidoptera,
Moths and Butterflies. Volume I: Evolution, Systematics and
Biogeography. Handbuch der Zoologie 4(35): i-x, 1-487.
Acosta, David
1999. Mariposas altoandinas: Sobre una poblaci6n de Lymanopoda
samius Westwood 1851 (Lep: Nymphalidae: Satyrinae) en la
regi6n oriental. Boletfn cientifico. Museo de Historia natural.
Universidad de Caldas 3: 33-35, 2 figs. (September) [host
plant; behavior; Colombia]
Aguilar, Pedro Gonzalo, Klaus G. Raven, Gerardo Lamas and Ines
Redolfi
1999. Conocimiento actual de La diversidad de los insectos registrados para el Peru, pp. 143-149. In: Halffter, G. (Ed.), La
Diversidad Biol6gica de Iberoamerica III. Xalapa, Instituto de
Ecologia, A. C. (October) [general]
Alonso, Alfonso
[1999]. See Valencia, G. & A. Alonso, [1999].
Alonso, Alfonso, and Gorky Valencia
[1999]. Diurnal butterflies (Lepidoptera: Rhopalocera): Biodiversity
assessment in the Lower Urubamba Region, pp. 115-126, 2
figs. In: Dallmeier, F. & A. Alonso (Eds.), Biodiversity.
assessment and long-term monitoring, Lower Urubamba
Region, Peru. San Martin-3 and Cashiriari-2 well sites.
Washington, D.C., Smithsonian Institution/MAB Biodiversity
Program. (SIIMAB Series 1). (" 1997"; distributed in [1999])
[general; Peru]
.
Altizer, Sonia M., and Karen S. Oberhauser
1999. Effects of the protozoan parasite Ophryocystis elektroscirrha
on the fitness of Monarch butterflies (Danaus plexippus).
Journal of Invertebrate Pathology 74(1): 76-88,9 figs., 3 tabs.
(July) [Mexico]
Amarillo, Angela R.
1999. See Fagua, G. et aI., 1999.
Amat, German, Fernando Fernandez and Miguel Gonzalo Andrade
September 2000

1999.

Un vistazo actual a La taxonomfa de insectos en Colombia
(Coleoptera, Hymenoptera y Lepidoptera), pp. 13-33, tabs. I,
3-5. In: Amat, G., M. G. Andrade & F. Fem~ndez (Eds.),
Insectos de Colombia. Volumen II.
Bogota,. Academia
colombiana de Ciencias exactas, ffsicas y naturales. (Colecci6n
Jorge Alvarez Lleras, 13) (November) [general]
Andrade, Miguel Gonzalo
1999a. See Amat, G. et al., 1999.
1999b. See Fagua, G. et aI., 1999.
Andrade, Pablo
1999. See Jiggins, C. D. et aI., 1999.
Anken, Ralf H.
1999a. Beschreibung einer neuen Art der Gattung Paryphthimoides
Forster aus dem Minas Gerais Brasiliens (Lepidoptera:
Nymphalidae: Satyrinae: Euptychiini). 6. Beitrag wr Kenntnis
neuer neotropischer Euptychiini. Entomologische Zeitschrift
109(3): 108-113, 8 figs. (18 March) [Po kiliani]
1999b. On the distribution of Eunica (formerly in Libythina) cuvierii
(Godart) (Lep.: Nymphalidae) including a new record of the
species from Minas Gerais, Brazil. Entomologist's Record and
Journal of Variation 111 (3): 63-68, pI. C, 1 fig. (25 March)
1999c. Eine neue Art der Gattung Pareuptychia Forster aus dem
Minas Gerais Brasiliens (Lepidoptera: Nymphalidae: Satyrinae). 7. Beitrag zur Kenntnis neuer neotropischer Euptychiini.
Entomologische Zeitschrift 109(4): 165-172,3 figs. (15 April)
[Po boehmleri]
1999d. Zur Kenntnis einer zweiten Art der Gattung Capronnieria
Forster 1964 nebst Beschreibung einer neuen Art des Genus
Yphthimoides Forster 1964 aus dem Minas Gerais Brasiliens
(Lepidoptera, Satyrinae, Euptychiini). 8. Beitrag wr Kenntnis
neuer neotropischer Euptychiini. Entomologische Zeitschrift
109(7): 269-279, 11 figs. (15 July) [CO ibschi, Y. wuerttembergiae]
Aragon, Agustin, Ana Maria Tapia and Ifills Maria Teresa Huerta
1998. Insectos asociados con el cultivo de amaranto Amaranthus
hypocondriacus L. (Amaranthaceae) en el valle de Tehuacan,
Puebla, Mexico. Folia entomologica mexicana 100: 33-43, 3
figs., 1 tab. (31 August) [Pholisora catullus (Fabricius); host
plant]
Attal, Stephane
1999. Nouveaux Nymphalidae neotropicaux (Lepidoptera, Rhopalocera). Bulletin de La Societe entomologique de France 104(4):
369-374, 3 figs. ([25] November) [Epiphile iblis pyrczi,
Heliconius hierax leveri, Dynamine zenobia mariana, Asterope
degandii orientalis, Callicore texa boyeri, Perisama canoma
magaly; Colombia, Ecuador, Brazil]
Attal, Stephane, and Alain Crosson
1998. A propos de la description de trois nouvelles sous-especes de
Perisama Guerin (Lepidoptera, Nymphalidae). Entomologiste
54(5): 231-234 (October) [taxonomy; Ecuador, Peru]
Aubert, Josiane, Luc Legal, Henri Descimon and Fran~ois Michel '
1999. Molecular phylogeny of swallowtail butterflies of the tribe
Papilionini (Papilionidae, Lepidoptera). Molecular Phylogenetics and Evolution 12(2): 156-167, 4 figs., 3 tabs. (July)
[general]
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1999a. Hesperiidae of Rondonia, Brazil: Anastrus and Tosta, with
descriptions of two new species (Lepidoptera: Hesperiidae:
Pyrginae). Tropical Lepidoptera 9(suppl. 2): 19-25, 18 figs.
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1999b. Hesperiidae Of Rondonia, Brazil: Notes on Talides Hubner
(Lepidoptera: Hesperiidae: Hesperiinae). Tropical Lepidoptera
9(suppl. 2): 26-32, 16 figs. ("10" [15] January)
[1999]c. See Balint, Z. et aI., [1999]
Austin, George T., and Artur Jasinski
1999. Nymphalidae of Rondonia, Brazil: A new species of Adelpha
from the Amazon basin (Lepidoptera: Limenitidinae). Annales
zoologici 49(112): 113-116,6 figs. [A. amazona; Peru]
Austin, George T., Claudio Mendez and Alan E. Launer
1999. A preliminary checklist of Guatemalan butterflies: Hesperiidae
(Lepidoptera: Hesperioidea). Tropical Lepidoptera 9(suppl. 2):
8-18, 1 tab. (" 10" [1 ~l January) [general]
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1999. See Sanchez, G. et aI., 1999.
Balint, Zsolt
1999a. Annotated list of the type specimens of Polyommatus sensu
Eliot of the Natural History Museum, London (Lepidoptera,
Lycaenidae). Neue entomologische Nachrichten 46: 1-89, 4
pis., 2 tabs. (November) [general; Neotropics]
1999b. Polyommatine additions to Bernard D'Abrera's Neotropical
lycaenid volume. Lepidoptera News 1999(3): 9-10 ("30
November" [13 December)) [general]
Balint, Zsolt, and Kurt Johnson
1995. Systematic position and generic status of Lycaena cogina
Schaus, 1902: An endemic Neotropical Lycaenopsina (Lepidoptera, Lycaenidae). Acta zoologica Academiae Scientiarum
hungaricae 41(4): 343-347, 5 figs. [new genus: Elkalyce;
Brazil, Argentina]
Balint, Zsolt, Kurt Johnson and George T. Austin
[1999]. New species of Eumaeini (Lycaenidae) from southeastern
Brazil II. Review of regional Ministrymon and descriptions of
new species (Lepidoptera: Lycaenidae). Annales historiconaturales Musei nationalis hungarici 90: 195-214, 30 figs.
("1998" [January 1999)) [M. gagarini, M. cruor, M. arthuri,
M. androgenus, M. borkini, M. exorbaetus, M. oblongus, M.
callicus, M. cryptus]
Balint, Zsolt, and Gerardo Lamas
[1999]. Another new species of Itylos from the high Andes of Peru.
Annales historico-naturales Musei nationalis hungarici 90:
215-219,4 figs. ("1998" [January 1999)) [I. mira]
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1999. Performance and host preference of Ascia monuste (Lepidoptera, Pieridae). Journal of insect Physiology 45(1): 7-14, 2
figs., 3 tabs. (January) [host plants; Brazil]
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1999. Diversity and abundance of insect herbivores foraging on
seedlings in a rainforest in Guyana. Ecological Entomology
24(3): 245-259,6 figs., 7 tabs. (August) [Lycaenidae, Hesperiidae]
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1901. Notas entomol6gicas. Bolettn del Instituto fisico-geografico de
Costa Rica 1(5): 117-123 (31 May) [Agraulis passijlorae
(Fabricius), A. moneta (Hubner), Papilio pandion C. Felder &
R. Felder, Pieris elodia Boisduval; life histories; host plants;
Costa Rica]
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plant; Costa Rica]
Blanco, Silverio
1999. See Perez, B. et al., 1999.
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1999a. Efeito de gen6tipos de maracujazeiro (Passijlora spp.) e da
densidade larval na biologia de Dione juno juno (Cramer)
(Lepidoptera: Nymphalidae). Anais da Sociedade entomol6gica do Brasil 28(1): 41-47, 2 tabs. (March) [host plant; Brazil]
1999b. Flutua~ao populacional de Dione juno juno (Cramer, 1779)
(Lepidoptera: Nymphalidae) em maracujazeiros (Passijlora
spp.), metodos de amostragem e resistencia de gen6tipos.
Scientia agricola (Piracicaba) 56(2): 437-441, 1 figs., 3 tabs.
(April-June) [host plant; Brazil]
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Boireau, Patrick
1996. Les volieres de papillons tropicaux. Insectes 102: 13-14, 1920, 3 figs. [general; breeding]
1997. Les volieres de poapillons tropicaux. 2eme partie: interets.
Insectes 106: 19-21,2 figs. (September) [general; breeding]
Bolingbroke, Henry
1986. See Celli, G. et al., 1986.
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1999a. See Vitale, F. & M. Bollino, 1999a.
1999b. See Vitale, F. & M. Bollino, 1999b.
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1999a. Brief notes on some Papilionidae from Ecuador (South
America). Lambillionea 99(2)(2): 255-256 (June) [general]
1999b. Taxonomical notes on Protesilaus earis (Rothschild & Jordan,
1906) bona species and illustration of the female. Lambillionea 99(3)(1): 322-326, 3 figs. (September) [Ecuador]
Borkin, Susan Sullivan
1993. The Lepidoptera collection. Lore (Milwaukee) 43(2): 2-5, figs.
(June) [general]
Boyd, Brian, and Kurt Johnson
1999. Nabokov, scientist. Natural History (New York) 108(6): 4653, figs. ("July-August" [June)) [Polyommatini]
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1999a. See Maes, J.-M. & R. Brabant, 1999.
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des forets pluviales equatoriennes (Lepidoptera, Pieridae).
Lambillionea 99(2)(1): 219-220,2 figs. (June)
Brevignon, Christian, and Jean-Yves Gallard
1999a. Inventaire des Riodinidae de Guyane Franc;:aise. VI - Riodininae: Nymphidiini, Stalachtini. Description de nouveaux taxa Premiere partie - (Lepidoptera). Lambillionea 99(1)(2): 91100, 31 figs. (March) [Menander beraka, M. coruscans
exsultans, Dysmathia costalis gwiyanensis, D. cindra acuta,
Rodinia calpharnia ariana, Adelotypa jasonhalli]
1999b. Inventaire des Riodinidae de Guyane Franc;:aise. VI - Riodininae: Nymphidiini, Stalachtini. Description de nouveaux taxa Deuxieme partie - (Lepidoptera). Lambillionea 99(2)(2): 277290, figs. 28-53 (June) [Nymphidium manicorensis caoensis, N.
callaghani]
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1969. Ataque da Euselasia eucerus nos eucaliptais da Cia. Siderurgica Belgo-Mineira. Revista Floresta (Curitiba) 1(1): 23-35
[host plants; Brazil]
1970. See Osse, L. & A. Briquelot, 1970.
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1999. See Perez, B. et al., 1999.
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1999a. Las Mariposas de Chile - The Butterflies of Chile - Luis E.
Pena G. and Alfredo J. Ugarte P. (English translation by Allen
A. Boraiko). 1997. Journal of the New York entomological
Society 106(2/3): 115-116 (25 February) [general; book
review]
1999b. Delimitation of phylogenetic species with DNA sequences: A
critique of Davis and Nixon's population aggregation analysis.
Systematic Biology 48(1): 199-213,9 figs. (March) [Heliconius]
Brower, Lincoln Pierson
1999. See Walton, R. K & L. P. Brower, 1999.
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1997a. See Mielke, O. H. H. et aI., 1997.
1997b. Insetos como rapidos e senstveis indicadores de uso sustentavel de recursos naturais, pp. 143-155. In: Martos, H. L. & N.
B. Maia (Eds.), Indicadores ambientais. Sorocaba, Pontiffcia
Universidade Cat6lica [general; Brazil]
1998a. See Mielke, O. H. H. & KS. Brown, Jr., 1998a.
1998b. See Mielke, O. H. H. & K. S. Brown, Jr., 1998b.
1998c. See Casagrande, M. M. et aI., 1998a.
1998d. See Casagrande, M. M. et al., 1998b.
1998e. See Casagrande, M. M. et al., 1998c.
1998f. See Mielke, O. H. H. & K. S. Brown, Jr., 1998c.
1998g. See Mielke, O. H. H. & K S. Brown, Jr., 1998d.
Brown, Keith Spalding, Jr., and Andre Victor Lucci Freitas
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1999.

Lepidoptera, pp. 225-243, 3 tabs., 2 maps. In: Brandao, C. R.
F. & E. M. Cancello (Eds.), Biodiversidade do Estado de Siio

Paulo. S{ntese do conhecimento ao final do seculo xx. 5:
Invertebrados terrestres. Sao Paulo, FAPESP. xviii + 279 pp.
[general; Brazil]
Brown, Keith Spalding, Jr. & Olaf Hermann Hendrik Mielke
1998a. Parides panthonus jaguarae (Foetterle, 1902), pp. 512-514, fig.
47, 1 map. In: Machado, A. B. M., G. A. B. da Fonseca, R.
B. Machado, L. M. de S. Aguiar & L. V. Lins (Eds.), Livro
vermelho das especies ameQl;adas de extinriio da fauna de
Minas Gerais. Belo Horizonte, Funda~ao Biodiversitas (June)
[Brazil]
1998b. Parides burchellanus (Westwood, 1872), pp. 515-517, fig. 33,
1 map. In: Machado, A. B. M., G. A. B. da Fonseca, R. B.
Machado, L. M. de S. Aguiar & L. V. Lins (Eds.), Livro
vermelho das especies amearadas de extinriio da fauna de
Minas Gerais. Belo Horizonte, Funda~ao Biodiversitas (June)
[Brazil]
1998c. Tithorea harmonia caissara (Zikdn, 1941), pp. 529-531, fig. 37,
1 map. In: Machado, A. B. M., G. A. B. da Fonseca, R. B.
Machado, L. M. de S. Aguiar & L. V. Lins (Eds.), Livro
vermelho das especies amearadas de extinriio da fauna de
Minas Gerais. Belo Horizonte, Funda~ao Biodiversitas (June)
[host plants; Brazil]
1998d. Hypoleria fallens (Haensch, 1905), pp. 532-533, fig. 39, 1
map. In: Machado, A. B. M., G. A. B. da Fonseca, R. B.
Machado, L. M. de S. Aguiar & L. V. Lins (Eds.), Livro
vermelho das especies amearadas de extinriio da fauna de
Minas Gerais. Belo Horizonte, Funda~ao Biodiversitas (June)
[host plants; Brazil]
1998e. Hyalyris leptalina leptalina (c. Felder & R. Felder, 1865), pp.
534-536, fig. 38, 1 map. In: Machado, A. B. M., G. A. B. da
Fonseca, R. B. Machado, L. M. de S. Aguiar & L. V. Lins
(Eds.), Livro vermelho das especies amearadas de extinriio da
fauna de Minas Gerais. Belo Horizonte, Funda~ao Biodiversitas (June) [Brazil]
1998f. Hyalyris fiametta (Hewitson, 1852), pp. 537-538, fig. 44, 1
map. In: Machado, A. B. M., G. A. B. da Fonseca, R. B.
Machado, L. M. de S. Aguiar & L. V. Lins (Eds.), Livro
vermelho das especies amearadas de extinriio da fauna de
Minas Gerais. Belo Horizonte, Funda~ao Biodive'rsitas (June)
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1998g. Heliconius nattereri C. Felder & R. Felder, 1865, pp. 539-541,
fig. 42, 1 map. In: Machado, A. B. M., G. A. B. da Fonseca,
R. B. Machado, L. M. de S. Aguiar & L. V. Lins (Eds.), Livro
vermelho das especies amearadas de extinriio da fauna de
Minas Gerais. Belo Horizonte, Funda~ao Biodiversitas (June)
[host plant; Brazil]
1998h. Prepona deiphile (Godart, [1824]), pp. 546-548, fig. 41, 1
map. In: Machado, A. B. M., G. A. B. da Fonseca, R. B.
Machado, L. M. de S. Aguiar & L. V. Lins (Eds.), Livro
vermelho das especies amearadas de extinriio da fauna de
Minas Gerais. Belo Horizonte, Funda~ao Biodiversitas (June)
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1998i. Agrias claudina godmani Fruhstorfer, 1895, pp. 549-550, fig.
40, I map. In: Machado, A. B. M., G. A. B. da Fonseca, R.
B. Machado, L. M. de S. Aguiar & L. V. Lins (Eds.), Livro
vermelho das especies amearadas de extinriio da fauna de
Minas Gerais. Belo Horizonte, Funda~ao Biodiversitas (June)
[host plant; Brazil]
1998j. Magnastigmajulia Nicolay, 1977, pp. 551-552, fig. 35, 1 map.
In: Machado, A. B. M., G. A. B. da Fonseca, R. B. Machado,
L. M. de S. Aguiar & L. V. Lins (Eds.), Livro vermelho das
especies amearadas de extinriio da fauna de Minas Gerais.
Belo Horizonte, Funda~ao Biodiversitas (June) [Brazil]
1998k. Cyanophrys bertha (Jones, 1912), pp. 553-555, fig. 45,1 map.
In: Machado, A. B. M., G. A. B. da Fonseca, R. B. Machado,
L. M. de S. Aguiar & L. V. Lins (Eds.), Livro vermelho das
especies amearadas de extinriio da fauna de Minas Gerais.
Belo Horizonte, Funda~ao Biodiversitas (June) [Brazil]
19981. Arawacus aethesa (Hewitson, 1867), pp. 556-557, fig. 34, 1
map. In: Machado, A. B. M., G. A. B. da Fonseca, R. B.
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vermelho das especies amearadas de extinriio da fauna de
Minas Gerais. Belo Horizonte, Funda~ao Biodiversitas (June)
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Machado, L. M. de S. Aguiar & L. V. Lins (Eds.), Livro
vermelho das especies amearadas de extinriio da fauna de
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[Po sohni; South America]
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Arquivos do Instituto
biol6gico (Sao Paulo) 64(2): 143-147, 4 figs., 2 tabs. (JulyDecember) [host plants; Brazil]
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1999. Latitude and rates of diversification in birds and butterflies.
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1992. See Nava, C. A. & B. Domfnguez, 1992.
Dominguez, Oscar Enrique
1998. Fauna fit6faga de parchita maracuya (Passiflora edulis f.
j1.avicarpa) en las regiones oriental y suroriental de la cuenca
del Lago de Maracaibo, Venezuela: Danos e importancia
econ6mica. Bolet{n del Centro de Investigaciones biol6gicas.
La Universidad del Zulia 32(2): 79-106, 16 figs., 2 tabs., 1
graph [Dione juno (Cramer), Eueides isabella huebneri
Menetries, Agraulis vanillae (Linnaeus); host plant]
Dudley, Robert
1998. See Oliveira, E. G. et aI., 1998.
Durant, Pedro
1997. See Diaz, A. et aI., 1997.
Dutra, Joiio Cloves Stanzani
1999. See Vitali-Veiga, M. de J. et aI., 1999.
Ehrlich, Paul Ralph
1999. See Hughes, J. B. et aI., 1999.
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Ellington, C. P.
1999. See Srygley, R. B. & C. P. Ellington, 1999.
Ergo [pseudonym]
1941. See Gonzalo, H., 1941.
Erniwati, Dra
1999. See Morinaka, S. et aI., 1999.
Flinger, H.
1999. Comparative morphology of tergal phragmata occurring in the
dorsal thoraco-abdominal junction of ditrysian Lepidoptera
(Insecta). Zoomorphology 119(3): 163-183,98 figs. (November) [general]
Fagua, Giovanny
1999. Variaci6n de las mariposas y hormigas de un gradiente
altitudinal de la Cordillera Oriental (Colombia), pp. 317-362,
12 figs., 4 tabs. In: Amat, G., M. G. Andrade & F. Fernandez
(Eds.), Insectos de Colombia. Volumen II. Bogota, Academia
colombiana de Ciencias exactas, ffsicas y naturales. (Colecci6n
Jorge Alvarez Lleras, 13) (November) [general]
Fagua, Giovanny, Angela R. Amarillo and Miguel Gonzalo Andrade
1999. Mariposas (Lepidoptera) como bioindicadores del grado de
intervenci6n en la cuenca del Rio Pato (Caqueta), pp. 285315, 10 figs., 4 tabs. In: Amat, G., M. G. Andrade & F.
Fernandez (Eds.), Insectos de Colombia. Volumen II. Bogota,
Academia colombiana de Ciencias exactas, ffsicas y naturales.
(Colecci6n Jorge Alvarez Lleras, 13) (November) [general;
Colombia]
Faria, Altamiro C. de
1999. See Soares, A. et al., 1999.
Farrell, Brian
1999. See Powell, J. A. et aI., 1999.
Feldman, Tracy S., and William A. Haber
1998. Oviposition behavior, host plant use, and diet-breadth of
Anthanassa butterflies (Lepidoptera: Nymphalidae) using plants
in the Acanthaceae in a Costa Rican community. Florida
Entomologist 81(3): 396-406, 2 tabs. (25 September) [A. ardys
(Hewitson), A. tulcis (Bates), A. drusilla lelex (Bates), Anartia
fatima (Fabricius), Siproeta epaphus (Latreille); host plants]
Fernandes, Geraldo Wilson
1997. See Mielke, O. H. H. et aI., 1997.
Fernandez, Douglas M., and Leonardo Rodriguez
1997. Sobre la distribuci6n de Ministrymon azia en Cuba, con enfasis
en la provincia de Camagiiey (Lepidoptera: Lycaenidae:
Theclina). Cocuyo 6: 12-13 (May) [distribution; host plant;
behavior]
1998. Las mariposas de Camaguey (Lepidoptera: Papilionidea [sic]
y Hesperioidea). Cocuyo 7: 21-23, 1 tab. (June) [general;
Cuba]
Fernandez, Fernando
1999. See Amat, G. et al., 1999.
Ferreira, Sirayama O.
1999. See Freitas, A. V. L. et aI., 1999.
Fischer, Sigmund Caspar
1829. Handbuch der Zoologie oder Beschreibung der Thiere nach
dem iiussem und innern Baue, und ihren Verrichtungen.
Wien, J. G. Heubner. xxxiv + 600 pp. [general]
Fitton, Mike, and Pamela Gilbert
1994. Insect collections, pp. 112-122, pis. 12-15. In: MacGregor, A.
(Ed.), Sir Hans Sloane. Collector, scientist, antiquary,founding
father of the British Museum. London, British Museum Press
[general; history]
Fratello, Steven A.
1999. The shedding of light. Lepidoptera News 1999(1): 4 (" 1" [11]
March) [general; Guyana]
Freitas, Andre Victor Lucci
1999a. See Ramos, R. R. & A. V. L. Freitas, 1999.
1999b. See Brown, K. S., Jr. & A. V. L. Freitas, 1999.
Freitas, Andre Victor Lucci, Inara R. Leal and Sirayama O.
Ferreira
1999. Selection of oviposition sites by a lepidopteran community of
a tropical forest in southeastern Brazil. Biotropica 31(2): 372375 (June) [general]
Frost, Martin
September 2000

1998. See Massiah, E. & M. Frost, 1998.
Fuessly, Johan Caspar [1743-1786]
1782. Papilia celtis, 3 pp., 1 pI. In: 1781-1786, Archiv der Insectengeschichte. Zurich & Winterthur, Author & Heinrich Steiner
und Compo Heft 2 [Papilio carinenta Cramer; Surinam]
Furtado, Eurides
1999. See Hall, J. P. W. & E. Furtado, 1999.
Gallard, Jean-Yves
1999a. See Brevignon, C. & J.-Y. Gallard, 1999a.
1999b. See Brevignon, C. & J.-Y. Gallard, 1999b.
1999c. B. D'Abrera. Butterflies of the Neotropical Region. Part VI,
Riodinidae. 1994. Boletin cientifico. Museo de historia
natural. Universidad de Caldas 3: 103-105 (September)
[general; book review]
Garcia, Martha Jeaneth
1999. See Torres, R. et aI., 1999.
Garrison, Rosser W., and Michael R. Willig
1996. Arboreal invertebrates, pp. 183-245, 3 figs., 5 tabs. In:
Reagan, D. P. & R. B. Waide (Eds.), The Food Web of a
Tropical Rain Forest. Chicago, The University of Chicago
Press [general; Puerto Rico]
George, Uwe
1990. Der Raupen wunderbare Verwandelung. Auf den Spuren der
naturforschenden Malerin Maria Sibylla Merian in sudamerikanischen Surinam. Ceo. Das Reportage-Magazin 7(7): 10-36,
figs. (July) [general; history]
Ghiradella, Helen
1999. Shining armor: Structural color in insects. Optics & Photonics
News 10(3): 46-48, 5 figs. (March) [Parides sesostris (Cramer), Caligo illioneus (Cramer); morphology]
Gilbert, Pamela
1994. See Fitton, M. & P. Gilbert, 1994.
Ginarsa, Ida Ketut
1999. See Morinaka, S. et aI., 1999.
Glassberg, Jeffrey
1999a. Where do all the queens go? American Butterflies 7(1): 2
[general; migration; Mexico]
1999b. Come join with NABA in creating NABA Butterfly Park.
American Butterflies 7(3): 26-31, 3 figs., 1 map [general;
Mexico]
1999c. Go, get set, on your marks. Checkered-skippers. Part 1:
Common, tropical and desert checkered-skippers. American
Butterflies 7(3): 32-35, figs. [Pyrgus; Mexico]
Goitia, William
1999. See Osborn, F. et aI., 1999.
Gomez, Hilda, and Mary Whu
1993. Parasitoides, predatores y entomopat6genos de insectos plaga
de importancia agricola, registrados en el Peru. Manual.
Instituto nacional de Investigaci6n agraria (Lima) 16-93: 1118 (November) [Nyctelius nyctelius (Latreille)]
Gonzalez, Daniel
1950. Hno. Apolinar Marfa. EI hombre que entendi6 el lenguaje de
las mariposas. Boletin de la Sociedad de Ciencias naturales
Caldas 51: 74-86, figs. [reprinted in Revista Social de la
Universidad cat6lica de La Salle (Bogota) 2(7): 33-41;
December 1980] [general; Colombia]
Gonz31ez, Luis Lamberto
1999. See Warren, A. D. & L. Gonzalez, 1999.
Gonz31ez, Roberto H.
1989. Insectos y acaros de importancia agricola y cuarentenaria en
Chile. Santiago de Chile, Universidad de Chile. [8] + 310
pp., 261 figs. [Leptotes trigemmatus (Butler), Pieris brassicae
(Linnaeus); host plants; parasitoids]
Gonzalo, Hermano
1941. Los lepid6pteros. (Dedicado a los coleccionistas del Colegio de
Cristo). El Estudiante (Manizales) 4(10): 47-49 (September)
[general; Colombia]
1948-49. Catalogo entomol6gico del Museo del Colegio de Cristo. El
Estudiante (Manizales) 11 (21): 65-70, 6 figs. (November
1948); 12(22): 109-116, 8 figs. (November 1949) [general;
Colombia]
Goujon, Pascal
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1995.

A la decouverte de la fOret pluviale de la Guyane Franfi:aise.
Insectes 98: 23-24, 1 fig. (October) [general]
Govone, J. S.
1997. See Campos-Farinha, A. E. C. et aI., 1997.
Grados, Juan
1999. See Lamas, G. et al., 1999.
Gray, Dulcie
1999. About butterflies. The Linnean 15(1): 36-51,4 figs. (January)
[general]
Greeney, Harold F.
1999. See DeVries, P. J. et aI., 1999.
Griffin, Ashleigh F.
1999. See Davison, A. et al., 1999.
Guerra, Maricela
1999. See Perez, B. et al., 1999.
Guzman, Desiree
1999. See Olivares, J. et aI., 1999.
Haber, William A.
1998. See Feldman, T. S. & W. A. Haber, 1998.
Hall, Jason Piers Wilton
1999a. A revision of the genus Theope. Its systematics and biology
(Lepidoptera: Riodinidae: Nymphidiini). Gainesville, Scientific
Publishers. viii + 127 pp., 9 pis., 274 figs., 7 tabs., 1 map
([after March]) [new taxa: T. nodosus, T. pseudopedias, T.
matuta heureka, T. publius incompositus; new name: T.
christiani; Neotropics]
1999b. See Pyrcz, T. W. et al., 1999.
1999c. See Willmott, K. R. & J. P. W. Hall, 1999.
Hall, Jason Piers Wilton, and Eurides Furtado
1999. Two new species and one subspecies of riodinid from southwest Brazil (Lepidoptera: Riodinidae). Tropical Lepidoptera
10(1): 19-24,7 figs. ("30 November" [30 December]) [Xenandra mielkei, Argyrogrammana talboti naranjilla, Pachythone
analuciae]
Hall, Jason Piers Wilton, and John Bernhard Heppner
1999. Lemoniadini, a corrected tribal name in the Riodininae
(Lepidoptera: Riodinidae). Tropical Lepidoptera 10(1): 30
("30 November" [30 December]) [nomenclature]
Halpern, Sue
1998. A fragile kingdom. Audubon 100(2): 36-44, 99-101, figs.
(March-April) [Danaus plexippus (Linnaeus); migration;
conservation; Mexico]
Harrison, Richard G.
1994. See Sperling, F. A. H. & R. G. Harrison, 1994.
Hellebuyck, Victor
1998a. A new species of Polythrix and two new records of Hesperiidae from Nicaragua, Central America (Hesperiidae: Pyrginae).
Revista nicaraguense de Entomologia 44: 41-49, 12 figs.
(June) [Po maizae]
1998b. Euselasia aurantiaca ssp. aurantiaca (Salvin & Godman) y
Notheme erota ssp. diadema Stichel, nuevos reportes para la
fauna de EI Salvador (Lepidoptera: Riodinidae). Revista
nicaragiiense de Entomologia 45: 33-36, 2 figs. (September)
Henderson, Robert W.
1999. See Schwartz, A. et al., 1999.
Henderson, Rose M.
1999. See Schwartz, A. et aI., 1999.
Henry, Abel
1987. Los taqufnidos (Diptera: Tachinidae) de la colecci6n del
Instituto de Entomologfa de la Universidad Metropolitana de
Ciencias de la Educaci6n. Acta entomol6gica chilena 14: 189207 (December) [Vanessa carye (Hubner), Tatochila sp., Pieris
brassicae (Linnaeus); parasitoids; Chile]
Heppner, John Bernhard
1999. See Hall, J. P. W. & J. B. Heppner, 1999.
Hernandez, Luis M.
1995. See Reyes, E. & L. M. Hernandez, 1995.
Herrera, Jose Valentfn
1999. See MacNeill, C. D. & J. V. Herrera, 1999.
Hidaka, Toshitaka
1999. See Morinaka, S. et aI., 1999.
Hobson, Keith A.
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1998. See Wassenaar, L. I. & K. A. Hobson, 1998.
Hoffmann, Fritz
1922. Deutsche Insektenamen in Brasilien.
Entomologischer
Anzeiger 2(6): 65-66 (15 June) [Callicore, Catagramma]
Holloway, Jeremy Daniel
1998. The butterflies of Costa Rica and their natural history. Volume
II: Riodinidae. By Philip 1. DeVries. 1997. Entomologist's
monthly Magazine 134(7/8): 256 (31 July) [general; book
review]
Holloway, Jeremy Daniel, and Ebbe Schmidt Nielsen
1999. Biogeography of the Lepidoptera, pp.423-462, 25 figs., 1 tab.
In: Kristensen, N. P. (Ed.), Lepidoptera, Moths and Butterflies.
Volume I: Evolution, Systematics and Biogeography. Handbuch der Zoologie 4(35): i-X, 1-487.
Hook, Patrick
1999. The world of butterflies. A fully illustrated guide to these
delicate jewels of nature. New York, Gramercy Books. 128
. pp., figs. [general]
Howes, Paaul Griswold
1970. Photographer of the rain-forests. Chicago, Paul G. Howes and
Associates. xx + 218 pp., 112 figs. [general; behavior;
Guyana, Dominica, Colombia]
Huerta, Ines Maria Teresa
1998. See Arag6n, A. et al., 1998.
Hughes, Jennifer B., Gretchen C. Daily and Paul Ralph Ehrlich
1999. Use of fruit bait traps for monitoring of butterflies (Lepidoptera: Nymphalidae). Revista de Biologia tropical 46(3): 697704, 4 tabs. (January) [general; Costa Rica]
Hurtado, Leonardo, Aleida Yanes and Mayda Perez
1998. Entomofauna asociada a Vigna luteola (Jacq) Benth. Centro
agricola 25(2): 23-25, 1 tab. (May-August) [Hemiargus hanno
filenus (Poey); host plant; Cuba]
Inoue, Takeo
1998. Female Agrias beata from Betsaida, Peru. Yadoriga 176: 2028, 16 figs. (10 April) [behavior]
International Commission on Zoological Nomenclature
1966. Opinion 755. Calephelis Grote & Robinson, 1869 (Insecta,
Lepidoptera): Designation of a type-species under the Plenary
Powers. Bulletin ofzoological Nomenclature 22(5/6): 282-283
(31 January)
Isherwood, Isabel
1999. See Jiggins, C. D. et aI., 1999
Jaffe, Klaus
1999. See Osborn, F. et al., 1999.
Janzen, Daniel H.
1998. See Zitani, N. M. et al., 1998.
Janzen, Daniel H., Michael J. Sharkey and John McLauren Burns
1999. Parasitization biology of a new species of Braconidae (Hymenoptera) feeding on larvae of Costa Rican dry forest skippers
(Lepidoptera: Hesperiidae: Pyrginae). Tropical Lepidoptera
9(suppl. 2): 33-41,7 figs., 2 tabs. ("10" [15] January) [general]
Jasinski, Artur
1999. See Austin, G. T. & A. Jasinski, 1999.
Jiggins, Chris D.
1999a. See Davison, A. et al., 1999.
1999b. See Mallet, J. L. B. et aI., 1999.
Jiggins, Chris D., Pablo Andrade, Eduardo Cueva, Sarah Dixon,
Isabel Isherwood and Jake Willis
1999. The conservation of three forests in south-west Ecuador.
Biosphere Publications Research Report 2: 1-130, figs., 2 tabs.
[general]
Johnson, Kurt
1995. See Balint, Z. & K. Johnson, 1995.
[1999]a. See Balint, Z. et al., [1999].
1999b. Vladimir Nabokov and The Lepidopterists' Society: a centenary
tribute. News of the Lepidopterists' Society 41(2): 41-45, figs.
(15 May) [Lycaenidae; history]
1999c. See Boyd, B. & K. Johnson, 1999.
1999d. Vladimir Nabokov's tropical lepidoptery: a window on the
past, a warning about the future. Lepidoptera News 1999(3):
I, 4-8, 2 figs. ("30 November" [13 December]) [general;
conservation]
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Johnson, Kurt, and Steve Coates
1999. Nabokov's Blues. The scientific odyssey of a literary genius.
Cambridge, Zoland Books. xii + 372 pp., 8 pis. [general]
Jong, Rienk de
1999. See Ackery, P. R. et aI., 1999.
Joron, Mathieu
1999. See Mallet, J. L. B. & M. Joron, 1999.
Joron, Mathieu, and James Louis Borlase Mallet
1999. Diversity in mimicry - reply. Trends in Ecology & Evolution
14(4): 151 (May) [general]
JUlio, Carlos E. A.
1999. See Soares, A. et aI., 1999.
Kassarov, Luka
1999. Are birds able to taste and reject butterflies based on 'beak
mark tasting'? A different point of view. Behaviour 136(8):
965-981, I fig., 1 tab. (September) [general]
Kitajima, Elliot W.
1997. See Ribeiro, B. M. et aI., 1997.
Knapp, Sandra
1999. Footsteps in the forest. Alfred Russel Wallace in the Amazon.
London, The Natural History Museum. [vi] + 90 pp., figs.
[general; history; Brazil]
Koon, Daniel W.
1999. Comment on "Butterfly thin films serve as solar collectors".
Annals of the entomological Society of America 92(4): 459
(July) [Morpho; morphology]
Krenn, Harald W., and Carla Maria Penz
1998. Mouth parts of Heliconius butterflies (Lepidoptera: Nymphalidae): A search for anatomical adaptations to pollen-feeding
behavior. International Journal of Insect Morphology and
Embriology 27(4): 301-309, 3 figs., 3 tabs. (October) [general]
Lamas, Gerardo
1999a. See Balint, Z. & G. Lamas, 1999.
1999b. Peru: Pais de mariposaslPeru: Land of butterflies. Rumbos de
Sol & Piedra (Lima) 4(14): 6-19, figs. ([February]) [general]
1999c. Las mariposas sudamericanas descritas por Ambrosio Fernandez (Lepidoptera: Papilionoidea). Shilap 27(105): 131-137, 12
figs. (30 March) [general]
1999d. Nomenclatural faux-pas among Western North American
butterflies. Lepidoptera News 1999(2): 7-8 ("30 June" [19
August]) [general; Mexico]
199ge. A remarkable new species of Pedaliodes (Lepidoptera:
Nymphalidae, Satyrinae) from the Cordillera de Vilcabamba,
Cuzco, Peru. Revista peruana de Entomologfa 41: 28-30, 3
figs. (20 October) [Po phoenix]
1999f. See Miller, L. D. & G. Lamas, 1999.
1999g. Two new Doxocopa from Western Peru and Ecuador (Lepidoptera: Nymphalidae, Apaturinae). Revista peruana de
Entomologfa 41: 36-37, 2 figs. (20 October) [D. cyane
vespertina, D. linda carwa]
1999h. Los Melitaeini americanos descritos por J. Rober (Lepidoptera:
Nymphalidae, Nymphalinae). Revista peruana de Entomologfa
41: 38-44 (20 October) [general]
1999i. The identity of Taygetis vrazi Kheil, 1896 (Lepidoptera:
Nymphalidae, Satyrinae). Revista peruana de Entomologfa 41:
141-142,2 figs. (20 October) [Venezuela, Brazil, Peru]
1999j. See Aguilar, P. G. et aI., 1999.
1999k. Additions and corrections to the Bibliography of Butterflies in
Atlas of Neotropical Lepidoptera. No. III. Comprising mostly
works published in 1998. Lepidoptera News 1999(3): 33-43
("30 November" [13 December])
19991. Nymphalidae II. Ithomiinae. In: Bauer, E. & T. Frankenbach
(Eds.), Schmetterlinge der Erde. Tagfalter. Keltern, Goecke &
Evers. 3: 1-17,16 pis. [general]
Lamas, Gerardo, Juan Grados and Gorky Valencia
1999. Las mariposas de Machu Picchu, Cuzco, Peru: Un inventario
preliminar (Lepidoptera: Rhopalocera). Revista peruana de
Entomologfa 41: 1-8, I tab. (20 October) [general]
Lande, Russell
1999. See DeVries, P. J. et aI., 1999.
Landman, Wijbren
1999. Butterfly encyclopedia. Groningen, Rebo Productions Ltd.
September 2000

272 pp., figs. [general]
Lara, Fernando Mesquita
1999a. See Boi9a, A. L., Jr. et aI., 1999a.
1999b. See Boi9a, A. L., Jr. et aI., I999b.
Launer, Alan E.
1999. See Austin, G. T. et aI., 1999.
Lawrence, C. R.
1999. See Vukusic, P. et aI., 1999.
Lazarus, Laura L., Alexis Smoluk and John R. Wallace
1999. Butterfly farming in Nicaragua. Newsletter of the Michigan
entomological Society 44(3/4): 1-5, 5 figs. (December)
[general]
Leal, Inara R.
1999. See Freitas, A. V. L. et aI., 1999.
Le Crom, Jean Fran~ois
1999. See Torres, R. et aI., 1999.
Ledezma, Maria Julieta
1998. Gufa de campo de mariposas (Insecta - Lepidoptera) de
Parque Nacional y Area de Manejo Integrado Amboro. Santa
Cruz, Universidad Aut6noma Gabriel Rene Moreno, Museo de
Historia Natural "Noel Kempff Mercado". 61 pp., figs.
(October) [general; Bolivia]
Legal, Luc
1999. See Aubert, J. et aI., 1999.
Leysner, B. T.
1999. See Debrot, A. O. et aI., 1999.
Libert, Michel
1999. Study of the Von Siebold organ and notes on some female
genitalia (Lepidoptera). Lambillionea' 99(4)(1): 537-560, 25
figs.,3 tabs. (December) [general; morphology]
Lima, Maria de Fatima C. de, and Antonio F. de S. Leao Veiga
1996. Aspectos morfol6gicos externos das genitalias de Dione juno
juno (Cramer), Agraulis vanillae maculosa (Stichel) e Eueides
isabella dianasa (Hubner) (Lepidoptera: Nymphalidae:
Heliconiinae). Revista nordestina de Biologia 11(2): 87-96,5
figs., 1 tab. (28 December) [Brazil]
Lise, Arno
1997. See Mielke, O. H. H. et aI., 1997.
Llorente, Jorge Enrique
1999a. See Warren, A. D. & J. E. Llorente, 1999.
1999b. See Vargas, I. et aI., 1999.
Luis, Moises Armando
1999. See Vargas, I. et aI., 1999.
Luy, Udo
1997. Lycaeniden Bibliographie 1995. Band 3. Rattelsdorf, Author.
[2] + 265 pp. [general]
1998. Lycaeniden Bibliographie 1996. Rattelsdorf, Author. [2] +
271 pp. [general]
McDowell, Samuel
1997. See Ribeiro, B. M. et aI., 1997.
Machado, Angelo B. M.
1997. See Mielke, O. H. H. et aI., 1997.
Machado, Vera Ligia Letizio
1999. See Vitali-Veiga, M. de J. et aI., 1999.
McMillan, W. Owen
1999a. See Davison, A. et aI., 1999.
1999b. See Mallet, 1. L. B. et aI., 1999.
MacNeill, C. Don, and Jose Valentin Herrera
1999. Studies in the genus Hylephila Billberg, I. Introduction and the
ignorans and venusta species groups (Hesperiidae: Hesperiinae). Journal of the Lepidopterists' Society 52(3): 277-317, 33
figs. (11 May) [new species: H. adriennae, H. lamasi, H.
kenhaywardi; biogeography; morphology; South America]
Maekawa, Kiyoto
1999. See Morinaka, S. et aI., 1999.
Maes, Jean-Michel
1998a. See Puig, J. et aI., 1998.
1998b. Fauna entomol6gica de la Reserva Natural Bosawas, Nicaragua. XVII. Dos mariposas nuevas para la fauna de Nicaragua
(Lepidoptera: Nymphalidae).
Revista nicaraguense de
Entomologfa 46: 39-42, 2 figs. (December) [Pycina zamba
zelys Godman & Salvin, Opsiphanes invirae cuspidatus
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Stichel]
1999a. See Van den Berghe, E. P. & 1.-M. Maes, 1999.
1999b. E1 grupo mimetico mulleriano Dryas iulia, Eueides aliphera y
Eueides lineata (Lepidoptera: Nymphalidae: Heliconiinae) en
Nicaragua. Revista nicaraguense de Entomologia 48: 37-47,
10 figs., 1 map (June) [distribution]
1999c. EI genero Enantia (Lepidoptera: Pieridae) en Nicaragua.
Revista nicaraguense de Entomologia 49: 47-56, 8 figs., 1 map
(September) [distribution]
1999d. Mariposas (Lepidoptera: Papilionoidea) del Cerro Saslaya,
Reserva de la Biosfera Bosawas, Nicaragua. Revista nicaraguense de Entomologia 50: 17-45, 14 figs. (October) [general]
Maes, Jean-Michel, and Ronald Brabant
1999. Nota breve: Olyras theon (Lepidoptera: Nymphalidae: Ithomiinae) nuevo reporte para la fauna de Nicaragua. Revista
nicaraguense de Entomologia 47: 45-47, 2 figs. (March)
Maeyama, Tomohiro
1999. See Morinaka, S. et aI., 1999.
Malaguido, Andrea B., and Antonio Ricardo Panizzi
1998. Alcaeorrhynchus grandis (Dallas): An eventual predator of
Chlosyne lacinia saundersii Doubleday & Hewitson on
sunflower in northern Parana state. Anais da Sociedade
entomol6gica do Brasil 27(4): 671-674, 1 tab. (December)
[host plant; Brazil]
Mallet, James Louis Borlase
1999a. See Joron, M. & J. L. B. Mallet, 1999.
1999b. See Davison, A. et aI., 1999.
Mallet, James Louis Borlase, and Mathieu Joron
1999. Evolution of diversity in warning color and mimicry: Polymorphisms, shifting balance, and speciation. Annual Review of
Ecology and Systematics 30: 201-233,3 figs. [general]
Mallet, James Louis Borlase, W. Owen McMillan and Chris D.
Jiggins
1998. Mimicry and warning color at the boundary between races and
species, pp. 390-403, 5 figs., 2 tabs. In: Howard, D. J. & S.
H. Berlocher (Eds.), Endless Forms. Species and Speciation.
New York, Oxford University Press [Heliconius; genetics;
ecology; evolution]
Marco, Paulo de, Jr.
1997. See Mielke, O. H. H. et aI., 1997.
Maria, Mario de
1997. See Mielke, O. H. H. et aI., 1997.
Marmels, Jiirg de
1999. Fist record of the genus Perisama· Doubleday, 1849 from
Pantepui, Venezuela (Lepidoptera, Nymphalidae). Atalanta
30(1/4): 155-158, pI. lOa, 1 fig., 1 map (December)
Martins, Rafael Gioia
1998. A paleoentomofauna da forrna~ao Tremembe (Bacia de
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1999a. Chasing Monarchs. Migrating with the butterflies of passage.
Boston, Houghton Mifflin Company. xi + 307 pp. ([August])
[Danaus plexippus (Linnaeus); Mexico]
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7(2): 32-36, 4 figs. [Danaus plexippus (Linnaeus); Mexico]
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1999a. The E. Kruger collection of pronophiline butterflies. Part I:
Introduction, genera Altopedaliodes to Lymanopoda (Lepidop-
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tera: Nymphalidae: Satyrinae). Lambillionea 99(2)(1): 221240, 3 pIs. (June) [new name: Altopedaliodes kruegeri; new
taxa: Eretris lecromi, E. depresissima, E. d. niambii, E.
porphyria pseudoperija, Lymanopoda pieridina albicosta;
Colombia]
1999b. The E. KrUger collection of pronophiline butterflies. Part II:
Genera Manerebia to Theimeia [sic] (Lepidoptera: Nymphalidae: Satyrinae). Lambillionea 99(3)(1): 3511-376, 2 pis.
(September) [new taxa: Pedaliodes wilhelmi, P. rudnyi, P.
piscolabis, P. negreti, P. palpita bedonica, P. phrasicla
immaculata; Colombia]
1999c. Contributions to the knowledge of Ecuadorian Pronophilini,
Part II. The genus Lasiophila (Lepidoptera: Nymphalidae:
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traceyannae, Pedaliodes balnearia, P. arturi, P. petri, P.
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andinas: siete nuevas especies del genero Pedaliodes Butler,
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173-187, 24 figs., 1 tab. (30 June) [Po transmontana, P.
occulta, P. hebrena, P. poema, P. obstructa, P. caeca, P.
canela]
Pyrcz, Tomasz Wilhelm, Keith Richard Willmott and Jason Piers
Wilton Hall
1999. Contribution to the knowledge of Ecuadorian Pronophilini. Part
III. Three new species and five new subspecies of Lymanopoda
(Lepidoptera: Nymphalidae: Satyrinae). Genus 10(3): 497-522,
29 figs. (31 October) [L. ichu, L. caracara, L. nadia, L. excisa
browni, L. labineta piniasi, L. nivea bingo, L. n. bonita, L.
hazelana summa; Peru]
Pyrcz, Tomasz Wilhelm, and Janusz Wojtusiak
1999. Mariposas de la tribu Pronophilini de la Reserva Forestal
Tambito, Cordillera Occidental, Colombia. Segunda parte.
Patrones de distribuci6n altitudinal (Lepidoptera: Nymphalidae,
Satyrinae). Shilap 27(106): 203-213, 3 pis. (30 June) [general]
Queiroz, Paula C. D.
1998. See Carvalho, M. C. et aI., 1998.
Quinter, Eric L.
1998. Butterflies. American Museum of Natural History. A book of
postcards. San Francisco, Pomegranate Communications, Inc.
[4] pp., 30 pIs. [general]
Ramos, Ronato Rogner, and Andre Victor Lucci Freitas
1999. Population biology and wing color variation in Heliconius
erato phyllis (Nymphalidae). Journal of the Lepidopterists'
Society 53(1): 11-21, 11 figs. 5 tabs. (7 October) [life history;
host plants; behavior; Brazil]
Raper, Chris
1999. The Butterflies of Venezuela (Part 1): Nymphalidae I (Limen itidinae, Apaturinae & Charaxinae) by Andrew Neild. Bulletin
of the amateur Entomologist's Society 58(427): 228-229
(December) [general; book review]
Raven, Klaus G. [ -2000]
1999. See Aguilar, P. G. et aI., 1999.
Redolfi, Ines
1999. See Aguilar, P. G. et aI., 1999.
Reed, Robert D., and Felix A. H. Sperling
1999. Interaction of process partitions in phylogenetic analysis: An
example from the swallowtail butterfly genus Papilio.
Molecular Biology and Evolution 16(2): 286-297, 5 figs., 3
tabs. [general]
Rey, Fernando
1999. See Wojtusiak, J. & F. Rey, 1999.
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1995. Tipos de Insecta depositados en la colecci6n del Instituto de
Ecologia y Sistematica. Cocuyo 3: 2-3 (June) [general; Cuba]
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1997. Caracterization [sic] of a baculovirus infecting the passion fruit
caterpilar [sic] Dione juno juno. Biocell21(1): 71-82, 5 figs.,
1 tab. (May) [Agraulis vanillae (Linnaeus); host plant; Brazil]
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1997. See Mielke, O. H. H. et aI., 1997.
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1999a. Taxonomy and nomenclature of Strymon istapa and S. columella (Lycaenidae: Theclinae: Eumaeini). Journal of the
Lepidopterists' Society 52(3): 318-327, 16 figs. [distribution;
morphology]
1999b. Taxonomy of Strymon toussainti, S. andrewi, S. amonensis,
and S. rhaptos (Lycaenidae: Theclinae). Journal of the
Lepidopterists' Society 52(3): 328-334, 14 figs. (11 May)
[Antilles; morphology]
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1921. Excursiio a cidade de Baturiti, realizada por uma turma de
alumnos da Escola de Agronomia do Ceara, em maio de 1921,
confiada a nossa direq:iio. Fortaleza, Escola de Agronomia.
19 pp., portr. [general; Brazil]
1954. Subsfdio para 0 estudo da fauna cearense. (CataIogo das
especies animais por mim coligidas e notadas.) Revista do
1nstituto do Ceara 58: 185-204 [general; host plants; Brazil]
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1997. See Fernandez, D. M. & L. Rodriguez, 1997.
1998. See Fernandez, D. M. & L. Rodriguez, 1998.
Roque, Lazaro
1994. Primer registro de Epargyreus zestos para Cuba (Lepidoptera:
Hesperidae [sic]). Cocuyo 1: 3-4 (November)
Ross, Edward Shearman
1999. I like caterpillars. Wings 22(2): 3-6,4 figs. [Calpodes; larva;
Peru]
Ross, Gary Noel
1999. Sleepers. American Butterflies 7(2): 26-27, 4 figs. [Danaus
plexippus (Linnaeus); behavior; Mexico]
Ruszczyk, Alexandre
1998. See Carvalho, M. C. et aI., 1998.
Salazar, Julian Adolfo
1999a. M. Gonzalo Andrade-C. Monograffas de fauna de Colombia.
1. Nymphalidae, Acraeinae, Actinote. 1995. Shilap 27(106):
214 (30 June) [general; book review]
1999b. Habitat e ilustraci6n del sintipo de Anaeomorpha splendida
columbiana Niepelt, 1928 (Lep: Nymphalidae: Charaxinae)
para Colombia. Boletfn cientfjico. Museo de Historia natural.
Universidad de Caldas 3: 29-32, 3 figs. (September)
1999c. Notas biograficas a una historia de la lepidopterologia en
Colombia durante el siglo XX. Boletfn cientfjico. Museo de
Historia natural. Universidad de Caldas 3: 71-102, 34 figs.
(September)
1999d. Insectos de Colombia. Estudios escogidos (M. G. Andrade, G.
Amat & F. Gonzalez Eds.). 1996. Boletfn cientfjico. Museo de
Historia natural. Universidad de Caldas 3: 106 (September)
[general; book review]
199ge. Nuevos registros de especies colombianas recientemente
descritas, para el Ecuador (Lepidoptera: Rhopalocera). Boletfn
cientfjico. Museo de Historia natural. Universidad de Caldas
3: 108-109 (September) [Polygrapha cyanea silvaorum
Constantino & Salazar, Archaeoprepona licomedes pacifica
Constantino & Salazar]
1999f. See Callaghan, C. J. & 1. A. Salazar, 1999.
Salgado, Luiz Onofre
1983. Pragas das brassicas, caracteristicas e metodos de controle.
1nforme agropecuario (Belo Horizonte) 9(98): 43-47, 6 figs.,
2 tabs. (February) [Ascia monuste orseis (Godart); host plants;
Brazil]
Sambles, J. Roy
1999. See Vukusic, P. et aI., 1999.
Sanchez, Gerardo, Rodolfo Dirzo and Manuel A. Balcazar
September 2000

1999.

Especificidad y herbivoria de Lepidoptera sobre especies
pioneras y tolerantes del bosque mes6filo de la Reserva de
Biosfera El Cielo, Tamaulipas, Mexico. Acta zoologica
mexicana (N.S.) 78: 103-118, 2 figs., 3 tabs. (December)
[Ouleus calavius (Godman & Salvin); host plant]
Sandved, Kjell Bloch
1999. The Butterfly Alphabet. New York, Scholastic Inc. [64] pp.,
figs. (July) [general]
Santana, Dalva L. Q.
1993a. See Santos, G. P. et al., 1993.
1993b. See Zanuncio, J. C. et al., 1993.
Santin, Angelo
1998. Repertoire des plantes-hOtes et de substitution des chenilles de
lipidopteres du monde. Guyancourt, Office pour la Information Eco-entomologique. 1: [viii] + 1-616; 2: [iv] + 617-1228
+ [9] (20 February) [general]
Santos, Germi Porto
1993. See Zanuncio, J. C. et al., 1993.
Santos, Germi Porto, Jose Cola Zanuncio, Dalva L. Q. Santana and
Teresinha Vinha Zanuncio
1993. Descri~iio das lagartas desfolhadoras, pp. 12-66, figs. 1-45.
In: Zanuncio, J. C. (Ed.), Manual de pragas em florestas.
Lepidoptera desfolhadores de eucalipto: Biologia, ecologia e
controle. Vi~osa, IPEF/SIF [Euselasia apisaon (Dalman); life
history; host plants; predator; Brazil]
Schriks, Chris
1986. See Celli, G. et aI., 1986.
Schwartz, Albert, Rose M. Henderson and Robert W. Henderson
1999. The butterflies of St. Vincent, the Grenadines, and Grenada.
Caribbean Journal of Science 35(3/4): 165-183,3 figs., 1 tab.
(December) [general]
Shapiro, Arthur Maurice
1999a. See Underwood, D. L. A. & A. M. Shapiro, 1999a.
1999b. See Underwood, D. L. A. & A. M. Shapiro, 1999b.
Sharkey, M. J.
1999. See Janzen, D. H. et al., 1999.
Shaw, Scott R.
1998. See Zitani, N. M. et al., 1998.
Shoumatoff, Alex
1982. Russian blood. A family chronicle. New York, Coward,
McCann & Geoghegan. 352 pp., figs. [general; history;
Jamaica]
Shuey,JohnA.
1999. Two days and a cloud of dust: Butterflying in southern Belize.
American Butterflies 7(1): 14-20, figs. [general]
Silva, Joaquim R.
1996. See Morais, H. C. et aI., 1996.
Simson, Alfred
1886. Travels in the wilds of Ecuador and the exploration of the
Putumayo river. London, Sampson Low, Marston, Searle, and
Rivington. v + 270 pp., 1 map [general]
Sjoberg, Goran
1997. Colias ponteni, Wallengren, 1860. Bredbandad Hbfjaril.
Insectifera 5: 68-102, figs. (August) [Chile, Argentina]
Smith, David Spencer
1998. See Davies, N. & D. S. Smith, 1998.
Smoluk, Alexis
1999. See Lazarus, L. L. et al., 1999.
Soares, Alexandre, Carlos E. A. Julio, Carlos A. Caetano, Nirton
Tangerini, Altamiro C. de Faria and J030 E. da Costa
1999. Lista da lepidopterofauna diuma da regiao da calha do Rio Sao
Francisco, Estado de Minas Gerais, Municfpios de Itacarambi,
Jafba, Manga e Matias Cardoso. Boletim do Museu nacional
(Rio de Janeiro) (N.S.) (Zoologia) 402: 1-11 (23 August)
[general; Brazil]
Sourakov, Andrei
1999. Deciduous scales on satyrine legs. News of the Lepidopterists'
Society 41(1): 29, 2 figs. (15 March) [Calisto nubila Lathy;
Puerto Rico]
Souza, M. L. de
1997. See Ribeiro, B. M. et a!., 1997.
Spath, Manfred
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Nymphalidae I. Agrias. In: Bauer, E. & T. Frankenbach
(Eds.), Schmetterlinge der Erde. Tagfalter. Krefeld, Goecke
& Evers. 2: 1-13,20 pIs. [general]
Speed, Michael P., and John Richard George Turner
1999. Learning and memory in mimicry: II. Do we understand the
mimicry spectrum? Biological Journal of the Linnean Society
67(3): 281-312, 9 figs., 5 tabs. (July) [general]
Sperling, Felix A. H.
1999a. See Caterino, M. S. & F. A. H. Sperling, 1999.
1999b. See Reed, R. D. & F. A. H. Sperling, 1999.
Sperling, Felix A. H., and Richard G. Harrison
1994. Mitochondrial DNA variation within and between species of
the Papilio machaon group of swallowtail butterflies. Evolution 48(2): 408-422, 5 figs., I tab. (2 November) [Papilio
polyxenes stabilis Rothschild & Jordan, P. p. americus Kollar;
Costa Rica, Ecuador]
Srygley, Robert B.
1998. See Oliveira, E. G. et aI., 1998.
1999. Locomotor mimicry in Heliconius butterflies: contrast analysis
of flight morphology and kinematics. Philosophical Transactions of the royal Society of London (B)354(1380): 203-214,4
figs., 5 tabs. (29 January) [Panama]
Srygley, Robert B., and C. P. Ellington
1999. Discrimination of flying mimetic, passion-vine butterflies
Heliconius. Proceedings of the royal Society of London
(B)266(1434): 2137-2140, 2 figs., 1 tab. (7 November)
[behavior; Panama]
Srygley, Robert B., and Carla Maria Penz
1999. Lekking in neotropical owl butterflies, Caligo illioneus and C.
oileus (Lepidoptera: Brassolinae). Journal of Insect Behavior
12(1): 81-103,5 figs., 4 tabs. (January) [Panama]
Steinheil, Eduard Wilhelm [1830- I 878]
1876-77.
Reisen in Columbien.
Petermanns geographische
Mittheilungen 22(10): 393-395 (9 October 1876); 23(5): 184188 (17 April 1877), (6): 222-227 (15 May 1877) [general]
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entomologische Zeitschrift 45(112): (12) (early August 1900)]
[Heliconius cythera (Hewitson), H. cyrbia (Godart); Ecuador]
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August 1900)] [Papilio warscewiczii Hopffer, P. w. jelskii
OberthUr; Bolivia]
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1899d. [Notes]. Berliner entomologische Zeitschrift 44(112): (8), (11)(13) (mid July)] [general]
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in Berliner entomologische Zeitschrift 47(112): (12)-(13) (early
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1901b. [A note]. insekten-Borse 18(47): 373 (21 November) [also in
Berliner entomologische Zeitschrift 47(1/2): (18)-(19) (early
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August 1902)] [Heliconius phyllis (Fabricius); Brazil, Paraguay]
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Berliner entomologische Zeitschrift 48(1/2): (I) (early May
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Berliner entomologische Zeitschrift 49(3/4): (7) (mid April
1999.
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1905)] [Eueides]
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1999. Butterflies of the Caribbean and Florida. London, Macmillan
Education Ltd. 120 pp., 118 figs., 1 tab., 1 map [general]
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Tierwesenkunde. Stuttgart, Verlag Freies Geistesleben. 80
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1999. 4th of July Butterfly Count Column. News from the '98 counts.
American Butterflies 7(1): 46 [general; Mexico]
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1999. See Tampion, M. D. & J. Tampion, 1999.
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1999. See Tampion, J. & M. D. Tampion, 1999.
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1999. See Soares, A. et al., 1999.
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1998. See Arag6n, A. et al., 1998.
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4: 1-474,32 pis., figs., 2 maps [general; Peru, Brazil, Colombia]
1991. Mit dem Schmetterlingsnetz urn die Welt. MUnchen, Author.
5: 1-475, 32 pIs., figs., 2 maps [general; Peru, Brazil]
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1998. Lista documentada dos papiIionfdeos (Lepidoptera, Papilionidae) do Rio Grande do SuI, Brasil. Biociencias (Porto Alegr~)
6(2): 81-94 (December) [general]
1999. Borboletas (Lepidoptera, Rhopalocera) ocorrentes no Centro de
Pesquisas e Conserva~ao da Natureza Pr6-Mata. I: Papilionidae. Divulga(:oes do Museu de Ciencias e Tecnologia (Porto
Alegre) 4: 217-228, 11 figs., 1 tab. (July) [general; Brazil]
Thieme, Theodor Alexander Otto
1895. [A note]. Berliner entomologische Zeitschrift 40(2): (5) (mid
July) [Vanessa carye (HUbner)]
1897. [Notes]. Berliner entomologische Zeitschrift 42(1/2): (2)-(4),
(15) (mid November) [general]
Tomonaga, Masaaki
1998. Anthocharis of the world. Yadoriga 176: 2-18, 8 figs. (10
April) [Mexico]
Torres, Jorge A.
1999. CicIo de vida de Eurema leuce antillarum Hall (Lepidoptera:
Pieridae) en Puerto Rico. Caribbean Journal of Science
35(3/4): 195-200, 11 figs. (December) [egg, larva, pupa,
imago; host plant; parasitoids; behavior]
Torres, Rodrigo, Jean Frant;ois Le Crom and Martha Jeaneth
Garda
1999. Lista y comentarios biogeograficos sobre las especies del
genero Catasticta Butler en Colombia (Lepidoptera: Pieridae),
pp. 191-210, 1 fig., 3 tabs. In: Amat, G., M. G. Andrade & F.
Fernandez (Eds.), Insectos de Colombia. Volumen II. Bogota,
Academia colombiana de Ciencias exactas, fisicas y naturales.
(Colecci6n Jorge Alvarez LIeras, 13) (November) [general]
Turner, John Richard George
1995. Mimicry as a model for coevolution, pp. 131-150,7 figs. in:
Arai, R., M. Kato & Y. Doi (Eds.), Biodiversity and evolution.
Tokyo, The National Science Museum Foundation. [Heliconius
doris (Linnaeus), Consul fabius (Cramer)]
1999. See Speed, M. P. & 1. R. G. Turner, 1999.
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1999a. Evidence for division of labor in the social caterpillar Eucheira
socialis (Lepidoptera: Pieridae). Behavioral Ecology and
Sociobiology 46(4): 228-236, 7 figs. (September) [behavior;
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Mexico]
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Evolutionary
Ecology Research 1(6): 703-717, 4 figs., 4 tabs. (October)
[host plant; Mexico]
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Urubamba Region, pp. 73-93, 4 tabs. In: Alonso, A. & F.
Dallmeier (Eds.), Biodiversity assessment and monitoring of
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Washington, D.C.,
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1998. Ecosistemas terrestres. Paramos, pp. 10-37, 186-205,4 figs.,
7 tabs., 8 maps. In: Chaves, M. E. & N. Arango (Eds.),
Informe nacional sobre el estado de la biodiversidad. Colombia. 1997. Torno I. Biodiversidad biol6gica. Bogota, Instituto
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1999. See Ackery, P. R. et al., 1999.
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6 tabs. (September) [general]
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In: 1998 Season Summary. News of the Lepidopterists' Society
41(Sl): 1-78 (1 April) [general]
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de la Sierra de Manantlan (250-1,650 m) en los estados de
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i-ii, 1-153,72 figs., 8 tabs. [general; faunistics; Mexico]
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1999a. Fiches specifiques des Colias Fabricius (Colias data sheets)
(Lepidoptera, Pieridae) - Trente-neuvieme fiche. Lambillionea
99(1)(2): 142-145, 16 figs., 1 map. (March) [CO dimera
Doubleday; Venezuela, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru]
1999b. Fiches specifiques des Colias Fabricius (Colias data sheets)
(Lepidoptera, Pieridae) - Trente cinquieme fiche. Lambillionea
99(3)(2): 433-436, figs., 1 map. (September) [CO ponteni
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1986. See Celli, G. et al., 1986.
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1999a. See Pyrcz, T. W. & A. L. Viloria, 1999a.
1999b. See Pyrcz, T. W. & A. L. Viloria, 1999b.
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1999. Three new pronophiline butterflies from the Serrania del
Turimiquire, eastern Venezuela, and type designation for
Corades enyo enyo (Lepidoptera, Nymphalidae). Fragmenta
entomologica 31(1): 173-188, 12 figs. (30 September) [Lymanopoda orientalis, Pedaliodes croizatorum, Pronophila cuchillaensis]
Vitale, Fabio
September 2000

1999a. See Bollino, M. & F. Vitale, 1999a.
1999b. See Bollino, M. & F. Vitale, 1999b.
Vitale, Fabio, and Maurizio Bollino
1999a. Patricia dercyllidas (Hewitson, 1864) in Ecuador: Note
corologiche e descrizione di due nuovi taxa (Lepidoptera:
Ithomiidae). Lambillionea 99(1)(2): 117-121, 3 pis. (March)
[Po d. aldazorum, P. d. onorei]
1999b. Errata. Lambillionea 99(2)(2): 257, 4 figs. (June) [Patricia
dercyllidas aldazorum Vitale & Bollino, P. d. onorei Vitale &
Bollino; Ecuador]
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L1gia Letizio Machado
1999. Visitantes florais de Lagerstroemia speciosa (Pers.) (Lythraceae). Revista brasileira de Zoologia 16(2): 397-407, 7 figs., 3
tabs. (30 June) [Methona themisto (HUbner), Hesperiidae;
Brazil]
Vukusic, Peter, J. Roy Sambles, C. R. Lawrence and Robin J.
Wootton
1999. Quantified interference and diffraction in single Morpho
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(B)266(1427): 1403-1411, 6 figs. (22 July) [M. rhetenor
(Cramer), M. didius Hopffer]
Walla, Thomas R.
1999. See DeVries, P. J. et aI., 1999.
Wallace, John R.
1999. See Lazarus, L. L. et al., 1999.
Walton, Richard K., and Lincoln Pierson Brower
1999. What we know that ain't so... The 1998 Fall Atlantic Coast
Monarch migration. American Butteljlies 7(3): 18-25,6 figs.,
1 tab. [Danaus plexippus (Linnaeus); Mexico]
Warren, Andrew D.
1996. Region 24: Neotropics (Mexico)., pp. 71-73. In: Swengel, A.
B. & P. A. Opler (Eds.), NABA-Xerces Fourth of July Butteljly
Counts. 1995 Report. Morristown, North American Butterfly
Association, Inc. [general]
1999a. Papilionidae y Pieridae de Mexico: Distribucion geognl.fica e
ilustraci6n, by Jorge E. Llorente-Bousquets, Leonor OnateOcana, Armando Luis-Martfnez, and Isabel Vargas-Fernandez.
1997. Journal of the Lepidopterists' Society 52(3): 342-343
(11 May) [general; book review]
1999b. Region 24: Neotropics (Mexico)., pp. 70-73. In: Swengel, A.
B. & P. A. Opler (Eds.), NABA Fourth of July Butteljly
Counts. 1998 Report. Morristown, North American Butterfly
Association, Inc. [general]
Warren, Andrew D., and Jorge Enrique Llorente
1999. Butterflies of Mismaloya, Jalisco, and adjacent parts of
Banderas Bay and southern Nayarit, Mexico. Dugesiana 6(1):
17-32 (July) [general]
Warren, Andrew D., and Luis Lamberto Gonzalez
1999. Notes on the genus Piruna in western Mexico, with description
of a new species (Lepidoptera: Hesperiidae).
Tropical
Lepidoptera 9(suppl. 2): 1-7, 13 figs. ("10" [15] January) [Po
purepecha]
Warren, Andrew D., and Paul Alexander Opler
1999. An unusual new Napaea metalmark from Sonora, Mexico
(Lepidoptera: Riodinidae). Holarctic Lepidoptera 6(1): 25-29,
10 figs. ("30 June" [6 December]) [N. danforthi]
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1998. Natal origins of migratory Monarch butterflies at wintering
colonies in Mexico: New isotopic evidence. Proceedings of
the national Academy of Sciences of the USA 95(26): 1543615439, 3 figs., 1 tab. (22 December) [Danaus plexippus
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1901. Illustrations of hitherto unfigured Lepidoptera.
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Author. 31 pp., 5 + 6 pIs. (July) [a preprint of the first four
signatures of his Illustrations of diurnal Lepidoptera, 1905,
q.v.] [general; Mexico, Colombia, Bolivia]
West, Brian K.
1999. Marpesia eleuchea Hb. (Lep.: Nymphalidae) in Cuba: advantage of a false head. Entomologist's Record and Journal of
Variation 111(6): 273-274, pI. D (25 November) [behavior;
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Bahamas]
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1985a. Zoological exploration of Haiti for endemic species (Supplementing a similar work on Republica Dominicana). Shelburne,
Author. 557 pp., figs. [general; history]
1985b. Zoological exploration of the Bahamas for endemic species.
Shelburne, Author. 54 pp. [general; history]
1985c. The Sphinx-moths (Sphingidae) of Hispaniola and the 18th
Century moth paintings of Rabie. Shelburne, Author. 69 pp.,
figs. [Papilio aristodorus Esper, P. machaonides Esper, Anetia
pantherata (Martyn), Panoquina nero (Fabricius); history;
Haiti]
1986. Zoological exploration of the Lesser Antilles and Virgin
Islands for endemic species. Shelburne, Author. 128 pp., figs.
[general; history]
1991. Guaytijayuno to Jarabacoa: Zoological exploration of the
Lamedero Massif, Cordillera Central, Republica Dominicana.
Shelburne, Author. 32 pp., 7 figs., 3 tabs., 5 maps [general;
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1998. Maria Sibylla Merian. 1647-1717. Artist and Naturalist.
Ostfildern, Verlag Gerd Hatje. 276 pp., figs. [general; history;
Surinam]
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[general]
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1993. See G6mez, H. & M. Whu, 1993.
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1999. Distribuci6n y comportamiento de ocho especies de Trichagramma y Trichogrammatoidea (Hymenoptera: Trichogrammatidae) en el Peru. Revista peruana de Entomolog{a 41: 61-68,
7 figs., 3 tabs. (20 October) [Heraclides thoas (Linnaeus),
Dione juno (Cramer), Quinta cannae (Herrich-Schliffer);
parasitoids]
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1997. See Mielke, O. H. H. et al., 1997.
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1999. See Jiggins, C. D. et al., 1999.
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1999. See Pyrcz, T. W. et al., 1999.
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Nymphalidae: Limenitidinae). Tropical Lepidoptera 10(1): 117, 20 figs. ("30 November" [30 December]) [A. hesterbergi,
A. lamasi, A. salus emmeli, A. attica hemileuca, A. iphiclus
estrecha, A. iphicleola thessalita, A. hyas hewitsoni, A. radiata
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Wojtusiak, Janusz
1999. See Pyrcz, T. W. & J. Wojtusiak, 1999.
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1999. Forest-paramo ecotone butterflies of the genus Catasticta in
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eucerus (Hewitson), E. hygenius occulta Stichel; host plants;
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1993b. See Zanuncio, J. C. et al., 1993.
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CAB International. [iv] + 599 pp. [general; host plants]
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1998. Systematics of Costa Rican Meteorus (Hymenoptera: Braconidae: Meteorinae) species lacking a dorsope. Journal of
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[Chiomara asychis (Stoll), Pyrgus sp., Staphylus azteca
(Scudder); host plants; parasitoids; Costa Rica]
Zucoloto, Fernando Sergio
1999. See Barros, H. C. H. & F. S. Zucoloto, 1999.
CORRECTIONS
Arnett, Ross H., Jr. [1919-1999]
Bernardi, Georges [1922-1999]
Boullet, Eugene [1851-1923]
Bourgogne, Jean [1903-1999]
Breyer, Alberto
1937. Lepid6pteros de la zona...8: 61-63 ("1936", after June 1937)
[general]
Brown, John Wesley [1951- ]
Burmeister, Hermann Carl Conrad [1807-1892]
1878-79a. Description... Eudamus punctiger, Eurycides [sic]phanias]
Butler, Arthur Gardiner, and Herbert Druce
1872. Descriptions... Helias lactifera, Aegiale indecisa]
Dominguez, Oscar Enrique
Dominguez, Oscar Enrique, and Bruce A. McPheron
Doubleday, Edward [1810-1849]
1847c. The genera... 55-66, pI. 8...
Drapiez, Pierre Auguste Joseph [1778-1856]
1820. Description de cinq especes .
1821. Description de neuf especes .
Duchene, Gerard
1985. Morpho amphitrion [sic] Staudinger...
Evans, William Harry [1876-1956]
1952. A catalogue... C. zilpa namba...
Gistel, Johann von Nepomuk Franz Xaver [1803-1873]
1848. Naturgeschichte... new names: Epula, Podalirius...
Haensch, Richard
1898. [Notes] (14)-(16), (20)-(21)...
1899a. [Notes] (5)-(6), (17)-(19), (22)-(23)...
Holland, William Jacob [1848-1932]
1916. The Lepidoptera... insulae-pinorum, Phemiades antiqua var.
haitensis]
Hopp, Walter Ernst [1884-1958]
1925. See Hering, M. E. R. & W. Hopp...
Krtiger, Eugen
I925a. Die Morphiden... host plants; new variety: Morpho theseus
var. pacificus]
Martorell, Luis F.
1977. Annotated... 303 pp. (22 February)...
Maza, Javier de la, and Gordon Burgess Small, Jr.
1979b. Descripci6n...
Mazokhin-Porshniakov, Georgii Aleksandrovich [1924-1998]
Mielke, Olaf Hermann Hendrik [1941- ]
1992. Notas sinonfmicas... ("15 December 1991", 15 September
1992)...
Mielke, Olaf Hermann Hendrik, and Mirna Martins Casagrande
1992. Lepidoptera: Papilionoidea... (" 1991 ", July 1992)
LEPIDOPTERA NEWS

Niepelt, Friedrich Wilhelm [1862-1936]
[1914]b. [Notes]... new taxa: Dismorphia...
Percheron, Achille Remi [1797-1869]
1835a. (& passim). Cethosie... In: Guerin-Meneville...
Philippi, Rudolph Amandus [1808-1904]
1859b. Descripci6n... bissexguttatus, S. flavimargo, ...
Pittier, Henri Fran~ois [1857-1950]
1895. Apendice... fisico-geografico ...
Pittier, Henri Fran~ois, and Paul Biolley
1897. Invertebrados... 66 pp. [also in Anales del Instituto flsicogeograjico nacional de Costa Rica7: 97·116; 1897]...
Plotz, Carl [1813-1886]
1882b. Die Hesperiinen- H. phocylides, ...
1884e. Die Hesperiinen- September) [general]
Reakirt, Tryon 1844-1872 (73?)]
[1867]. Descriptions... (5): 337-342...
Reed, Carlos Samuel [1888-1949]
1922. La concuna 0 isoca de los alfalfares de Mendoza. (Colias
lesbia Fabr.). Mendoza, Tipografla "Casa Argentina Carlos
Best". 20 pp., 4 figs. [egg, larva, pupa, imago; host plant;
parasitoids; predators; behavior; Argentina]
Riley, D.
1980. See Elliott, N. B. et aI., 1980.
Salvin, Osbert, and Frederick Du Cane Godman
1869. On some... pyropina, Pierella rubecula, Hetaera pallida,
Pierella ocreata... Oressinoma sorata... Callicore eupepla, C.
phlogea, Batesia hypoxantha, B. hemichrysa...
Santis, Luis de [ -2000]
Sepp, Jan [1778-1853]
[1829-43] Surinaamsche... 1(1): 1-16, pis. 1-4 ([1829)), (2): 17-24,
pis. 5-8 ([1829]), (3): 25-32, pis. 9-12 ([1830)), (4): 33-40,
pis. 13-16 ([1830)), (5): 41-48, pis. 17-20 ([1832)), (6): 49-56,
pIs. 21-24 ([1832-40)), (7): 57-64, pis. 25-28 ([1832-40)), (8):
65-72, pis. 29-32 ([18 December 1840)), (9): 73-80, pis. 3336 ([11 December 1841)), (10): 81-88, pis. 37-40 ([11
December 1841)), (11): 89-96, pis. 41-44 ([19 November
1842)), (12): 97-104, pis. 45-48 ([31 December 1842]), (13):
i-viii, 105-108, pis. 49-50 ([29 December 1843]) [based on
drawings and notes by H. J. Scheller] [general; host plants;
larvae, pupae, imagines; new species: Papilio baeton, P.
leucogramma, P. ingae, P. hyperici, P. longirostris, P.
erythromelas, P. pyrophoros, P. fulminator, P. lucidator, P.
rubricollis, P. paulliniae]
[1843-47]. Surinaamsche... 2(13): 109-112, pis. 51-52 ([29 December
1843)), (14): 113-120, pis. 53-56 ([29 December 1843)), (15):
121-128, pis. 57-60 ([27 August 1844)), (16): 129-136, pis.
61-64 ([30 December 1844)), (17): 137-144, pis. 65-68 ([18
October 1845]), (18): 145-152, pis. 69-72 ([18 October
1845)), (19): 169-176, pis. 73-76 ([27 December 1845)), (20):
177-184, pis. 77-80 ([29 June 1846)), (21): 185.192, pis. 8184 ([26 March 1847]), (22): 193-200, pis. 85-88 ([30 December 1846)), (23): 201-208, pis. 89-92 ([26 March 1847)),
(24): 209-216, pis. 93-96 ([13 July 1847]), (25): i-iv, 217·224,
pis. 97-100 ([31 December 1847)) [pp. 153-168 never
published] [based on drawings and notes by H. J. Scheller]
[general; host plants; larvae, pupae, imagines; new species:
Papilio decemmaculata, P. cassiae, Hesperia octomaculata,
Papilio quadratum, P. xanthe, P. longicauda, P. tetrastigma]
[1848-52]. Surinaamsche... 3(26): 225-232, pis. 101-104 ([12 August
1848)), (27): 233-240, pis. 105-108 ([19 September 1848)),
(28): 241-248, pis. 109-112 ([30 December 1848)), (29): 249256, pis. 113-116 ([12 September 1849)), (30): 257-264, pis.
117-120 ([10 December 1849)), (31): 265-272, pis. 121-124
([25 October 1850)), (32): 273-280, pis. 125-128 ([31
December 1850)), (33): 281-288, pis. 129-132 ([31 July
1851)), (34): 289-296, pis. 133-136 ([31 July 1851)), (35):
297-304, pis. 137-140 ([12 November 1851)), (36): 305·312,
pis. 141-144 ([19 December 1851]), (37): 313-320, pis. 145148 ([26 November 1852]), (38): i-viii, 321-328, pis. 149-152
([26 November 1852)) [based on drawings and notes bu H. J.
Scheller] [general; host plants; larvae, pupae, imagines; new
species: P. nigrocinctus, P. mammeae, P. uraniae, P. barcastus, P. albusta, P. jlavomarginatus, P. dirceoides]
September 2000

Skinner, Harold W. [1917- ]
Stichel, Hans Ferdinand Emil Julius [1862-1936]
1895. [Notes]
(3)-(5), (9)-(10), (12)-(18)...
1897a. [Notes]
(2), (11)-(12), (18)-(21)...
[delete 1900a]
1902a. Aufteilung... [general; Opoptera syyme fumosa, Catoblepia
orgetoryx magnalis... amplior, S. josephus excultus...
[delete 1902b]
[delete 1903a]
[delete 1905]
[l914]c. [Notes]....
Strand, Embrik [1876-1947]
[1914]. [Notes]...
Suffert, Ernst [?-1907]
1897. [Notes]... (3)-(6), (10)...
Taschner, Fritz [1925- ]
Thieme, Theodor Alexander Otto [1837-1907]
1896a. [Notes]. .. (14)-(15)...
1898. [Notes]... (17)-(18), (20), (22)-(23)...
1899. [Notes]... (2)-(3) ...
Thieme, Theodor Alexander Otto, and Richard Haensch
1899. [Notes] ... (12)-(14), (19)-(21), (25)...
Tristan, Jose Fidel [1874-1932]
1901. Un caso... Enpolvoramiento [sic]. .. 318-322 (31 December)...
Turton, William [1762-1835]
1801. A general... [general; new name: Papilio julianus]
Vazquez, Leonila [1914-1995]
1957. Papilios... thymbraeus form aconopheus]
Wagner, Warren Herbert, Jr. [1920-2000]
substitute Weeks, A. G., Jr., [1902]i for:
[1900]c. Illustrations of hitherto unfigured Lepidoptera. [Boston,
Author]. 8 pp., 4 pis. [a preprint of the first signature of
his Illustrations ofdiurnal Lepidoptera, 1905, q.v.] [general;
Mexico, Colombia]
substitute Weeks, A.G., Jr., 1902j for:
1902i. Bolivian Lepidoptera. Entomological News 13(10): 317
(December) [note on prepublication of his Illustrations of
diurnal Lepidoptera, 1905, q.v.]
Weymer, Gustav [1833-1914]
[1914]. [Notes]. ..
Ziegler, John Benjamin [1917-2000], and Tarsicio Escalante
To Additions and Corrections, No. II (1998):
Beer, Arturo Sergio [1903-1997]
Brower, Lincoln Pierson
1993. Deciphering... 43(2): 6-11...
Caldas, Astrid
1996c. Intraseasonal... 3 tabs. (14 November)...
Caldas, Astrid, and Fernando de C. Passos
1996. Comments... 4 tabs. (14 November)...
To Additions and Corrections, No. III (1999):
Amarillo, Angela R., 1997 - to be placed before Andrade, Miguel
Gonza10, 1997.
Fagua, Giovanny, Angela R. Amarillo and Miguel Gonzalo Andrade
1997. Uso de mariposas...
Fitzgerald, Terence D., and Dessie L. A. Underwood
1998. Trail marking...
Osborn, Frances, and Klaus Jaffe
1998. Chemical ecology...
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BOOK NEWS
BUTTERFLY ENCYCLOPAEDIA
by Wijbren Landman
1999. Rebo Productions, Amsterdam. 272pp. (16 x 24cm). $24.50 (cloth).
ISBN 1-84053-123-1.
This smaller butterfly compendium covers examples from all areas of the
world, but also treats some macro-moths. It seems as if the book was
translated into English from Dutch, since it calls all Lepidoptera
"butterflies" as is often done in foreign languages where no distinction
is made between moths and butterflies in the general word used (e.g., in
Dutch, the word "vlinders" means either group). Each illustrated species
has a brief accompanying text. Nymphalids are the largest group treated,
skippers the least. Besides stating that "butterflies" have 150,000+
species (which also includes moths) there are some other errors: notably,
Papilionidae are called by the common name "Ornithoptera" and it is
stated that "Ornithoptera" have over 900 species worldwide, when the
author is actually referring to the swallowtail butterflies, with only 562
recognized species. The author also elevates most nymphalid subfamilies
as full families and strangely places "Heliconiidae" between Pieridae and
Lycaenidae, and separated from all other nymphalids. Under Geometridae, there also are included 2 species of Notodontidae without a separate
heading for the family. Under Noctuidae, the first sentence under the
correctly spelled title, has the family name misspelled as "Nocyuidae."
Notwithstanding the misnomer title and some errors, the book has
excellent color photos, most taken from nature.

BIOLOGY OF AUSTRALIAN BUTTERFLIES
edited by R. L. Kitching, E. Scheermeyer, R. E. Jones, N. E. Pierce
1999. CSIRO, Collingwood, Victoria, Australia (Monographs on Australian
Lepidoptera, 6). 395pp (18 x 25cm). $165.00 cloth. ISBN 0-643-05027-2.
The editors of this compendium on Australian butterflies have included
21 articles by leading specialists, treating such subjects as the history of
butterfly research in Australia, classification, evolution, biogeography,
hostplants, butterfly communities, and ecology, together with biological
papers on various species. There are 16 color plates at the end, plus
numerous halftone figures throughout the book. An invaluable book for
the Australian fauna and of great use to anyone working on butterflies.

FLUTTERING ENCOUNTERS IN THE AMAZING ARCHIPELAGO
by J. Pasternak
2000. Cesky Tesfn, Czech Rep. 135pp (23 x 30cm). $75.00 cloth. (no ISBN).
This new large-format (9 x 12 inches) color book on the butterflies and
nature of Indonesia to the Solomons has almost all the 135 pages with
one or more full color photographs of butterflies or natural scenes from
the various islands. There are three "chapters": New Guinea, Sulawesi,
and Java. About half ~he book pertains to New Guinea, both Papua and
Irian Jaya. The main focus of the book involves the birdwing butterflies,
many shown with metamorphosis sequences, but many other species are
also illustrated. The text of the book is somewhat of a running commentary on the travels of the author, mixed in with discussions on the nature
and butterflies of the region, plus notes on current conservation prospects
(or the lack thereof), all interspersed among the illustrations. This is a
unique guide to the butterfly and natural splendor of the island world of
Indonesia and New Guinea.

THE MOTHS OF AMERICA NORTH OF MEXICO. Fasc. 7.6
Gelechioidea. Gelechiidae (Part). Gelechiinae (Part - Chionodes)
by R. W. Hodges
1999. Wedge Ent. Found., Washington, DC. 339pp, 5 pI. (21 x 28cm). $115.00
paper. ISBN 0-933003-10-2.
In this second part on Gelechiidae, the author presents a monographic
revision of the widespread genus Chionodes. Species included number
187, with 115 new species described, mostly from western states; also,
6 species-groups are recognized. Many are oak feeders. There are 5 color
plates and 39 pages of halftone plates illustrating genitalic details. This
fascicle continues the. excellent MONA treatment and illustration of
species for the Nearctic north of Mexico. The most diverse areas for
Chionodes are Arizona, California, Florida, and Texas.

BOMBICI E SFINGI D'ITALIA
(Lepidoptera Zygaenidae). Volume III
by Edgardo Bertaccini and Gabriele Fiumi
1999. Natura-Giuliano Russo Edit., Monterenzio, Italy. 159pp (17 x 24cm), 13 pI.
Paper. No ISBN.
This book continues the series as volume 3 for the burnet moths,
Zygaenidae, but includes an extra plate (13) for added moths for the first
two volumes on other Bombycoidea and related moths. The text is in
Italian and covers each of the 43 species in detail for Italy, particularly
listing the known Italian distribution for each species in detail. There is
a distribution map for each species, and a section showing all genitalia
of the Italian species. The color plates are sharp and well done,
illustrating the great variety of forms of these moths.

SYSTEMATICS OF ANOPINA OBRAZTSOV
(Lepidoptera: Tortricidae: Euliini)
by John W. Brown and Jerry A. Powell
2000. Univ. Of California Press, Berkeley (Univ. Calif. Publ. Ent., 120). 128pp,
32 pI; (18 x 25cm). $22.00 paper. ISBN 0-520-09835-8.
A taxonomic revision of species of the genus Anopina, mostly from
Mexico, but also found as far north as Canada and as far south as Costa
Rica. A number of species are also in the northern and western United
States. Overall, 65 species are treated, with descriptions of 49 new
species.

SESIIDAE OF JAPAN
by Yutaka Arita and Masumi Ikeda
2000. Mushi-sha, Tokyo, Japan (Gekkan-Mushi Books 3). 203pp (15 x 2Icm).
¥2800 (ca. $26) paper. ISBN 4-943955-33-9.
A monographic treatment of the clearwing moths of Japan, detailing 39
species. The text is only in Japanese, however. There are 64 color plates,
mostly showing museum specimens, but 24 of the plates show photographs of biological features of some species taken from nature. There
are text sections on the history of sesiid studies in Japan, hostplants, and
a section on collecting and study methods for sesiids, in addition to the
thorough main text for each species. Numbering on the color plates and
for each species in the text allow the book to be used for identification
by anyone.

PASSINGS
Ralph Macy, on 17 Nov 1999, in McMinnville, OR
W. Herb Wagner, Jr., on 8 Jan 2000, in Ann Arbor, MI
1. Benjamin Ziegler, on 14 Jan 2000, Summit, NJ

J. Hinchlijf, in Portland, OR

Benjamin H. Landing, on 28 Jun 2000, in Woodland Hii1s, CA
Richard Fall, on 1 Nov 2000, in Gardena, CA
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